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Appendix 1 -  Information Provided To Potential 

Participants With Dysarthria

WHAT IS IT LIKE TO HAVE DIFFICULTY W ITH SPEECH? 

What is this Project about?

The aim of this project is to look at how difficulty with speech affects you as a person. 

Difficulty with speech can have different effects on different people. For some, it can have a 

great impact while for others it can have very little effect. We, as speech and language 

therapists, need to know more about what it is like to have difficulty with speech. Perhaps it is 

not a problem for you, or maybe it is. I would like to hear your story. I hope that by learning 

about what it is like to experience difficulty with speech that our services to you and to other 

people with speech difficulties can be improved.

Can you help?

I am looking for 30 people to take part in this project. Please let me know if you are willing to 

help.

What it involves

I need to complete some assessments, which should not take too long. There are also some 

questionnaires that need to be filled in and these can be completed with me in the clinic or at 

your home. At some stage in the study, I will interview some of you to find out more about 

your experiences. You will also be asked to listen to other people speaking and give me your 

judgement on different aspects of their speech. If you are willing to take part, I am happy to 

see you either in your own home or at the Speech and Language Therapy Department where
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you regularly attend. At the end o f the study, I will let you know my findings. This research 

will be written up as part of my Ph.D. at Trinity College Dublin.

Confidentiality

All information obtained during the study will be treated with the utmost confidence. You 

will not be identified on the final report. If I make a recording o f your voice, you will not be 

identified personally on any tape recordings made and these recordings will be kept purely for 

research purposes only.

Any Questions?

Please feel free to contact me on [telephone number given] at any time if  you need any more 

information or if you would like to discuss this further.

This study is carried out independently of your Speech and Language Therapy Service. If you 

decide not to participate, then this will not in any way affect your relationship with your 

speech and language therapist and the service you currently receive.

Margaret Walshe

Research Speech and Language Therapist
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Appendix 2 -  Example Of Interview Chart

Chart 1: Role Changes

Respondent Change in role 
because of the 
speech (1.1)

Change because of 
physical disability 

(1.2)

Psychological impact of 
these changes 

(1.3)

Notes/Miscellaneous

Ron No No No

Donal N ot asked about 

this in interview

Susan No change in role. 

Husband always did a 

lot(page3)

Still feels valued 

“And only recently, 

they were looking for 

some cheque that was 

paid out and 1 could 

remember who it was” 

(page 3)

No but says that she 

was always very 

house-proud

No

Maureen Yes Feels annoyed because has 

to ask her son to tie her 

shoes.

Feels a threat to role as 

husband suggests they get 

help around the house, (pg 

6)
'W hat would you want to 

get someone in to do my 

work for? What will I  do, 

ju st sit there and let her do 

everything fo r  m e/’’

“I  d o n ’t want somebody in

'cos I  fee l i f  I  have

somebody in. I'm just

going to sit there and have

nothing to do

Loss o f  role if  someone 
came in - ? feel less 
valued
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Paul Yes. Says wife has 

taken over (page 2)

Yes combined with 

speech

Doesn’t mind now -  still 

feels valued -  looks after 

house and children, (page 

S)

Gets annoyed at loss of 

independence (page 2) 

"where you 'd  like to do 

things fo r  yourself, you  

know"

Robert No Refers to maintenance 

work in house when 

asked if dysarthria 

had changed him 

(page 2). Loss o f role 

because of physical 

disabilities

Michael No. Physical stopping 

more than speech 

because its affected 

more, (page 3)

Dysarthria for 23 years. 

No evidence of recent 

change in role

Miriam Yes

Husband doing all the 
financial transactions 
that she did before 
(page 2)

“He has taken oven 
now”.(page 2)

Feels less in control.

Feels helpless also 

"But I  can't do anything 

about i t " Page 2

Liam No No Lives alone. Has 

become reclusive

Karen Yes but ? due to speech 

specifically

Feels very dependent 

on husband for 

physical needs (page 

4).

Makes her angry “to a 

certain degree” page 3. 

“less in control” page 3

Eric Yes

Wife doing financial 

transactions 

"Couldn't pay a bill on 

my own " page 4

"It makes me feel 

inadequate"

(page 4)

Feels less in control.
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Appendix 3 -  The Dysarthria Questionnaire

The aim of this questionnaire is to help get some insight into the experience of having 

dysarthria. Dysarthria affects people in different ways. For some people, it can have very little 

effect, while for others it can be devastating. It is important for us as therapists to learn more 

about the experience of becoming dysarthric.

The questionnaire is divided into 4 sections. Each section contains a number of statements. 

Place a tick beside each statement to indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or 

strongly disagree, with each statement. If you are not sure about how you feel, place a tick in 

the middle box (see example below).

TIW  FOR

Surv
O lsagrm !

1 My speech is worse when 1 am angry

2 1 am concerned about my speech

All information obtained will be treated as confidential.

Many thanks for your help with this project.

Margaret Walshe, Research Speech and Language Therapist
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A THE EFFEC T O F DYSARTHRIA ON M E  AS A PERSO N

iil4M^i^jmi3Mfia0XK>REACH,CiUEST10N , .

Slrofigly "  
A a re e  .

1 My speech problem has had a negative effect on how 1 
see myself

2 When 1 speak 1 think 1 sound like somebody else, not me.

3 Even when 1 am not speaking 1 feel that 1 am a different 
person now

4 My speech does not make me feel inadequate

5 1 am as confident now as 1 was before 1 had a speech 
problem

6 Because of my speech 1 am more dependent on people 
now than 1 was before

7 My speech does not make me feel self-conscious

8 My speech problem does not make me feel incompetent

9 1 do not feel foolish when 1 am misunderstood.

10 1 feel stupid when someone asks me to repeat

11 1 feel less in control of my life now because of my speech

12 My speech difficulty has not changed me fundamentally 
as a person. 1 1

13 Are there any other items you consider important?
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B ACCEPTING MY DYSARTHRIA

.  BOX FOR EACH QUESTION......... , AflflMI A a rp R .J ..^ iire ..

1 1 do not try to hide my speech problem.

2 1 get mad when people do not understand me

3 1 am not happy with my speech as it is now

4 1 am sensitive about my speech

5 1 do not worry about my speech.

6 It does not bother me to admit that 1 have a speech problem.

7 1 would rather miss out on conversation than admit to having 
a speech problem

8 My speech has affected my life more than anything else has

9 1 do not get angry when 1 cannot make myself understood

10 1 have many other qualities besides speech that are 
important

11 Are there any other items you consider important?



HOW I FEEL OTHERS REACT TO MY SPEECH

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX FOR EACH Strongly '';t i
... ......... ..........

1 1 am cxjnscious of other people's reactions to 
my speech.

2 My family never get annoyed when they do 
not understand what 1 am saying

3 1 don’t care what people think of my speech

4 People treat me as If 1 am stupid because 
they can’t understand me.

5 People don’t get embarrassed when 1 can’t 
make myself understood

6 Strangers do not treat me negatively 
because 1 have a speech problem

7 People are usually patient when 1 speak 
slowly

8 My friends make more of an effort to 
understand me than my family does

g People pretend to understand what 1 have 
said when 1 know they haven’t

10 People sometimes think 1 have been drinking 
when 1 haven’t

11 Most people make an effort to understand 
what 1 am saying

12 Other peoples’ opinions of my speech matter 
to me.

13 1 never feel that others laugh or make fun of 
my speech

14 People are more condescending to me now 
because of my speech

15 Are there any other items you consider 
Important?
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D HOW DYSARTHRIA AFFECTS MY COMMUNICATION WITH OTHERS

1 Although 1 have difficulty speaking 1 do not avoid 
communicating with people 1 know.

2 IVIy social life h as not changed a s  a  result of my 
dysarthria

3 1 try other ways of getting my m essag e  across when 
people don’t understand me.

4 1 avoid using the telephone becau se  of my speech

5 1 avoid asking for items in shops

6 1 rely on others to talk for me w henever possible

7 B ecause of my sp eech , 1 listen rather than take part In 
conversations

8 1 do not avoid talking to strangers

9 1 feel comfortable speaking in m ost situations both at 
hom e and outside

10 The difficulties 1 have with my sp eech  restrict my social 
life.

11 1 only avoid talking when 1 am  tired.

12 B ecause of my sp eech  1 have becom e socially isolated

13 Are there any other item s you consider important?
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E DYSARTHRIA RELATIVE TO OTHER WORRIES AND CONCERNS.

List 4 things, apart from speech and communication that upset or worry you.

A

B

C

D

Now add speech difficulty to this list

^ SPEECH DIFFICULTY

Rate these 5 things from 1 to 5, where 1 is what you are most concerned about and 

5 is the thing you are least worried about.

1 Most C oncerned/M ost Worried about

2 ConcernedA/ery Worried about

3 Concerned /Worried about

4 Slightly Concerned/Slightly Worried about

5 Least Concerned A/Vorried about

This questionnaire was completed by (Please Tick One Box):

L J  Me on my own.

L J  Me with the help of a relative or friend.

Name:_____________________ Date:
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Appendix 4 - Head Injury Semantic Differential II 

(Amended)

Name:....................  Date:.......................  Past/Present

Greatly Fairly Slightly Half/half Slightly Fairly Greatly

Self-conscious

Unhappy

In control

Tense

Satisfied

Attractive (d

Despondent

Self-confident

Unstable (2)

O f value

Unassertive

N ot Irritable

Caring

Capable

Dependent

Stupid

Competent

Withdrawn

Friendly

Impatient

'̂*as a person 
^^'emotionally

N ot self-conscious

Happy

Helpless

Relaxed

Dissatisfied

Unattractive

Hopeful

Lacks confidence

Stable

Worthless

Assertive

Irritable

Unfeeling

Incapable

Independent

Intelligent

Incompetent

Sociable

Unfriendly

Patient
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Appendix 5 - Dysarthria Questionnaire For Primary 

Communication Partners

Name: Date

Name of person with dysarthria:

Relationship:(pie,se circle) Spouse Relative Friend Other

The aim of this questiomiaire is to obtain your opinion on how speech difficulties have affected

________________ . For some people dysarthria can have very little effect, while for others it can be

devastating. It is important for us as therapists to learn more about the experience of becoming 

dysarthric.

The questionnaire is divided into 4 sections. Each section consists of a series of statements. Place a 

tick beside each statement to indicate whether you agree, strongly agree, disagree, or strongly disagree, 

with each statement. If you are unsure about how you feel, place a tick in the middle box (see example 

below)

PLEASE TICK ONE

' W H  q u e s t i o n ’

/ His/her speech is worse when angry

2 He/she is concemed about his/her 

speech

Please complete the form on your own without consulting the person with dysarthria as this may 

resuh in different information. You may consult with the person following completion of the form 

but do not change your responses on the form. All information obtained will be treated as 

confidential.

Many thanks for your help with this project.

Margaret Walshe

Research Speech and Language Therapist
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A THE EFFECT OF DYSARTHRIA ON THE PERSON

Stronî y ’ ■ : strongly
PLEASE TEK ONE BCa FOR P » Q tm Agree l£)t 1 1 '

. . . . . . . . . f . . ' A j . ' !  . ,

1 The speech problem has had a 
negative effect on how s/he sees 

him/herself
2 Even when not speaking he/she 

feels that s/he is a different person 
now

3 His/her speech does not make 
him/her feel inadequate.

4 S/he is as confident now as s/he 
was before the speech problem

5 Because of speech s/he is more 
dependent on people now than 

before
6 His/her speech does not make 

him/her feel self-conscious
7 S/he does not feel foolish when 

misunderstood.

8 S/he feels stupid when someone 
asks him/her to repeat

9 S/he feels less in control of his/her 
life now because of speech

10 The speech difficulty has not 
changed him/her fundamentally as a 

person.

11 Are there any other items you 
consider important?
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B ACCEPTING DYSARTHRIA

E TICK ONE BOX r o REACH' 1
1 A nraa A om a i ' S u l

1 S/he does not try to hide the speech 
problem.

2 S/he gets mad when people do not 
understand him/her

3 S/he is not happy with his/her speech 
as it is now

4 S/he is sensitive about his/her speech

5 S/he does not worry about his/her 
speech.

6 It does not bother him/her to admit that 
s/he has a speech problem.

7 S/he would rather miss out on 
conversation than admit to having a 

speech problem
8 His/her speech has affected his/her life 

more than anything else has
9 S/he does not get angry when s/he 

cannot make him/herself understood.

10 S/he knows that s/he has many other 
qualities besides speech that are 

important

11 Are there any other items you consider 
important?



C HOW S/HE FEELS OTHERS REACT TO HIS/HER SPEECH

PLEASE TICK ONE FOR EA£H Strongly Not
*ifPW9.

1 S/he is conscious of other peoples’ reactions 
to his/her speech.

2 S/he doesn’t care what people think of 
his/her speech

3 S/he feels that people treat him/her as if s/he 
is stupid because they can't understand 

speech
4 S/he feels that people don't get 

embarrassed when s ^ e  can’t make 
him/herself understood

5 S/he feels that strangers do not treat him/her 
negatively because of the speech problem

6 S/he feels that people are usually patient 
when s/he speaks slowly

7 S/he feels that people pretend to understand 
what s/he has said when 1 know they 

haven’t
8 S/he feels that people sometimes think s/he 

has been drinking when s/he hasn’t
9 S/he feels that most people make an effort 

to understand what s/he is saying
10 S/he feels that other peoples’ opinions of 

his/her speech matter to him/her.
11 S/he never feels that others laugh or make 

fun of his/her speech
12 S/he feels that people are more 

condescending to him/her now because of 
the dysarthria

13 Are there any other items you consider 
important?



D HOW DYSARTHRIA AFFECTS HIS/HER COMMUNICATION WITH 

OTHERS

PLEASE 11CK ONE BOX £AC^ Stronflly

1 Although s/he  has difficulty speaking s/he 
does not avoid communicating with 

people s/he knows.
2 His/her social life has  not changed a s  a 

result of the dysarthria
3 S/he tries other w ays of getting a 

m essage  across when people don’t 
understand.

4 S/he avoids using the telephone because  
of the dysarthria

5 S/he avoids asking for items in shops

6 S/he relies on others to talk for him/her 
w henever possible

7 B ecause of the dysarthria, s/he listens 
rather than takes part in conversations

8 S/he does not avoid talking to strangers

g S/he feels comfortable speaking in most 
situations both at home and outside

10 The difficulty s/he has with speech  
restricts his/her social life.

11 S/he only avoids talking when tired.

12 B ecause of his/her speech  s/he has 
becom e socially isolated

13
Are there any other items you consider 

Important??

E DYSARTHRIA RELATIVE TO OTHER WORRIES AND CONCERNS.

List 4 things apart from speech and communication, which you think upsets or worries him/her

Now add speech problem to this list.;

E------------------SPEECH PROBLEM...............................................................................

Rate these 5 things from 1 to 5, where 1 is what s/he is most concerned about and 5 is 

the thing you suspect s/he is least worried about.

1. Most Concerned/Most Worried about______________________ _________
2. Concemed/Very Worried about____________________________________
3. Concerned /Worried a b o u t ___________________________________
4. Slightly Concerned/Slightly Worried about__________________ _________
5. Least Concerned/Worried about ________________
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Appendix 6 -  The Barthel Index

Activ ity Scoring
1. BOWEL control 10 = continent 

5 = occasional accident 
0 = incontinent

2. BLADDER control 10 = continent
5 = occasional accident
0 = incontinent/catheterised and unable to
manage

3. PERSONAL toilet (wash face, comb hair, 
shave, clean teeth)

5 = independent 
0 = needs help

4. FEEDING 10 = independent
5 =needs some help (cutting up food, 
spreading butter etc.)
0 = dependent

5. TOILET (getting on/off, handling clothes, 
wipe, flush)

10 = independent 
5 = needs some help 
0 = dependent

6. WALKING on level surface 15 = independent (may use aid)
10 = walks with help of person 
(verbal/physical)
5 = independent (uses wheelchair)
0 = unable

7. TRANSFER (chair to bed and vice versa) 15 = independent 
10 = minimal help 
5 =can sit, major help 
0 = unable

8. DRESSING (all fasteners etc) 10 = independent (including zips, buttons etc) 
5 = needs some help but does at least half 
0 = dependent

9. STAIRS 10= independent 
5 =needs help (verbal/physical) 
0 = unable

10. BATHING 5 = independent 
0 = dependent

Name:....................................... Date:

Mahoney & Barthel (1965)
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Appendix 7 -  Statements Made By People During 

Development Of The Dysarthria Questionnaire

Statements made by people with dysarthria in response to questioning on how

dysarthria had affected them. November 1998.

1 “I am very self-conscious. I usedn’t to be but I am now”.

2 “The speech doesn’t bother me as much as the writing” (Other concerns).

3 “The neighbours used to think I had a drink problem, people still think I’ve 

had a few jars^”.

4 “It affects everything, I feel I can’t do anything.”

5 “I never answer the phone. I let it ring and [I] leave the machine on if X [wife] 

is out” .

6 “My speech is so low especially if  I am not concentrating. I find people don’t 

make an effort to understand me. They’re too much in a hurry”

7 “I hate it when someone asks me to repeat m yself I blush and then I’m worse 

than ever”.

8 “I worry that I wont be able to talk properly to people in the future.”

9 “I think people are laughing at me behind my back”

10 “People really talk down to you, you know.”

11 “I get so tired and then I don’t talk at all”

12 “If X [husband] is there then I let him do all the talking”

13 “I phoned for help ‘cos someone collapsed outside my house. The ambulance 

never came. They probably thought I was drunk”

14 “I go out with my sister but I don’t say anything much. To tell you the truth, 

I ’d prefer to stay at home”

15 “I try and write things down but some days my writing is bad. I try to sign but 

usually I give up”.

16 “I used to phone these radio (chat) shows. Now I couldn’t. People would think 

I wasn’t all there^”

' “had a few drinks”
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17 “I stay at home. It’s easier. I used to love going out, I miss that”.

18 “My speech doesn’t bother me one bit, it’s my walking that gets me down”

19 “A few of my friends nod and pretend to understand me but I know they don’t. 

That’s really annoying”.

20 “I think people are very good at taking time to listen to me -  I’d take time to 

listen to them”

“̂mentally competent”



Appendix 8 - The Communication Profile For Speakers 

With Motor Speech Disorders (Yorkston & Beukelman, 
1992a)

Questionnaire Items

Characteristics
1. My speech will improve if I work hard.
2., I con usually make strangers feel at ease with nie.
3 I am  skilled at handling difficult speaking situations.
4- ’My speech is difficult for strangers to understand.
5  My speech problem is so severe that it is difficult for my family to under

stand.
6  My speech is slow.
7  My speech is sometimes too loud or too soft.
0  I hove difficulty speaking when I am in a huny.
9  My speaking is poorer when I am tired.
10  My speech sounds unnatural.
t '  My voice sounds hoarse or harsh.
(Z My speech is going to improve.
13 My speech has a nasal quality.

Situational Difficulty
1. You a re  chatting with someone while riding in a car. .
2. You a re  a t a social gathering with friends, music s  playing in the back

ground, and someone starts a casual conversation.
3. You o re  tolb’ng vWth your family after dinner.
4. You a re  explaining a new project to someone a t work.
5. You a re  a t o restaurant ordering food o r drinks.
6. You a re  talking on the telephone with a new client. ,,
T  You a re  attempting to convey important information' over the telephone in 

an  emergency.
5  You a re  talking to someone in your family while you ore watching TV or 

listening to the radio.
9  You a re  asking for information in a group or class.

10. You a re  talking to a co-worker in on office.
11. You are in a quiet room at home talking on the telephone.
12. You a re  a t o dinner party with several other people.
\  i  You a re  speaking with someone who is obviously in a  hurry.
14. You ore at o meeting with several other people.
15. You ore a t home and you ore talking to someone in driother room.
16. You a re  having a conversation at a social gathering while others are talldng

nearby, the room is dimly lit.

17. You a re  talking with a friend or family member in a  quiet room.
18. You ore talking with your doctor about a medical problem.
19. You a re  trying to resolve a billing problem with o clerk.
20. You a re  asking a bus driver for directions.
21. You a re  talking with a close friend about emotional issues.
2-'2 You a re  upset and trying to get o point across.
23. You ore trying to resolve a conflict with someone.
24. You ore making a difficult request of someone.
25. You are explaining to a friend that something exciting has happened.

You a re  angry and you want to let someone know it.
27. You a re  greeting an old friend.
28. You are telling a family member what you would like for breakfast.
29. You a re  trying to get the attention of someone in another room.
30. You ore giving a formal presentation to a group
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Compensatory Strategies
1. I let my family or friends translate' because I hate to repeat when strangers 

don t understand.
2. At parties or other social gatherings I try to stay in a well-lighted area so

people can see me.
3. If someone has misunderstood port of what I have said, I repeat the mes

sage more clearly.
4. I let people know the topic of the message at the beginning o f the conversa

tion.
5. I don't change topics without letting my listener know.
6. I tell others to signal me when they are having difficulty understanding. 
/ .  moke sure that people foce me when I am speaking to them.
8. f  someone seems irritated when they cannot understand me, I give upt 

1 n  \ talking to strangers because of my speech problems.
10. When I am involved in an important conversation, I turn ofif the radio, TV or

other noise sources. ' '
11. If my listener does not understand, then I try to repeot more clearly.
12. I speak louder when people hove difficulty understanding me.
13. stop frequently to let people ask me questions about what I have said
14. I ask people to repeat what I have said to them so that I know they hove

understood.
15. I get people's attention before trying to communicate with them.
^  I always watch the listeners so I con tell when they do not understand me.

°  listener in conversations so I won't hove to speak.
18. In difficult speaking situations, I try to posifion myself so that I con be seen

when I am talking.
19. 1 try to speak more precisely when people ore having difficulty understand

ing me.
20. If someone has misunderstood port of what I have said, I will write or spell

out the message.
21. If someone has misunderstood me, I use different wording when I repeat the

message.
22. I tell people not to interrupt until I am finished.
23. I ask people to be patient when talking with me.

24. I tend to avoid situations when I think I will hove trouble being understood.
25. If people are not watching me os I speak, I move so that they can see me.
26. I avoid trying to talk with someone at a distance or someone in the next

room.
27. I speak more slowly when people have difficulty understanding me.
28. When people hove trouble understanding me, I ask them to watch me as I

speak.
29. When I first meet strangers I try to let them know about my speech problem.
30. I signal to my listeners when I wont a turn in the conversation.

Perceived Reactions of Others
1. People remind me to slow down or look at them when 1 speak.

Othere g|yjgjgJgg_Ma^
'OthVi^ignore m e in n e ^ ^ ^ S t  understand what I am saying.
Others treat me like a child when it comes to communication.
Others hove taken over making telephone calls for me.
People tend to get impatient because I speak slowly.
Others praise me when 1 try to speak for myself.
Others interrupt me when they ore having difficulty understanding me. 
People treat jjie  os if 1 can't do the job when 1 know that 1 am able.
People fill in words fo r me before I have a chance to complete my thought. 
Others order for me in a restaurant, although I would prefer to do it myself. 
Others criticize me fo r the way I talk. - 
People include me in conversation despite my speech problem.
Members of my family let me know when they do not understand me. 
People paraphrase what 1 say to let me know that they understand me. 
My family is patient when trying to communicate with me.
People leave me out o f conversations.
People treat me os if I am hard of hearing.
People speak louder when talking to me because they think 1 have o hearing 

problem.
Family or friends tell me to not work so hard trying to speak.
Others have taken over my responsibilities because of my speech problem. 
Others lough or joke about my speech problem.
People encourage me to speak for myself.
When 1 am talking, people pretend to understand.
Others soy they will speak for me whenever I want them to do so.



Appendix 9 - Example Of Feedback On The Dysarthria 

Questionnaire

Name: Mr X Date;

THE EFFECT OF DYSARTHRIA ON ME AS A PERSON

I don’t feel that my speech problem has a negative effect on how I see myself. I don’t 

feel that I am a different person now. My speech does not make me feel inadequate 

and I am as confident now as I was before I had dysarthria. I am not more dependent 

now on people because of my speech and my speech does not make me feel self- 

conscious. My speech does not make me feel incompetent. I don’t feel foolish when 

I am misunderstood.

I do not feel stupid when someone asks me to repeat something. I do not feel less in 

control of my life now because of my speech. My speech has not changed me 

fundamentally as a person.

ACCEPTING MY DYSARTHRIA

I do not try to hide my speech problem. I do not get annoyed when people do not 

understand me and I do not get angry when I caimot make myself understood. I am 

happy with my speech as it is now. I am not sensitive about my speech. I am not sure 

if I worry about my speech -  I would if it was getting worse. It doesn’t bother me to 

admit that I have a speech problem. I would not miss out on conversation rather than 

admit that I have a speech problem.

My speech has not affected my life more than anything else and I have many other 

qualities besides speech, which are important.

HOW I FEEL OTHERS REACT TO MY SPEECH

I am not conscious of other people’s reactions to my speech. I don’t care what people 

think of my speech. Other people’s opinions of my speech do not matter to me. My 

family never get armoyed when they do not understand what I am saying. I feel that
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people do not treat me as if I am stupid because they do not understand me. Strangers 

do not treat me negatively because I have a speech problem. People sometimes think I 

have been drinking when I haven’t. People do not get embarrassed when I can’t make 

myself understood. People are usually patient when I speak slowly. Most people 

make an effort to understand what I am saying. I feel that people are not more 

condescending to me now. People do not pretend to understand when I know they 

have not. I never feel that others laugh or make fun of my speech. My friends do not 

make more of an effort than my family to understand me.

HOW DYSARTHRIA AFFECTS MY COMMUNICATION WITH OTHERS

Although I have difficulty speaking, 1 do not avoid communicating with people I 

know. My social life has changed as a result of my dysarthria. Yet the difficulties 

I have with my speech do not restrict my social life.* I am not sure that I try other 

ways to get my message across if people do not understand me. I do not avoid using 

the telephone because of my speech. I also do not avoid asking for items in shops. I 

do not avoid talking to strangers. I have not become socially isolated because of my 

speech. I rely on others to talk for me whenever possible (yet I only avoid 

talking when I am tired).* 1 am not sure if because of my speech I listen rather than 

take part in conversation. I feel comfortable speaking in most situations both at home 

and outside.

DYSARTHRIA RELATIVE TO OTHER WORRIES AND CONCERNS

As well as worrying about speech, I worry about fatigue, losing the power in my 

hands, the ability to walk and loss of independence. I am most concerned about 

losing the fiinction of my hands. I am very worried about the complete loss of speech. 

Next, I am concerned and worried about my loss of independence. I am slightly 

worried about my ability to walk and I am least concemed or worried about fatigue.

*These need clarification.
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Appendix 10 -  The Head Injury Semantic Differential I 

(1984)

HEAD INJURY SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 1 (1984)

Name:......... Date:................. PastTresent/Future.

Bored Interested

Unhappy Happy

In control Helpless

Worried Relaxed

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Attractive Unattractive

Despondent Hopeful

Self-confident Lacks confidence

Emotional Stable

Of value Worthless

Forgetful Mindful

Calm Irritable

Caring Unfeeling

Skilful Clumsy

Dependent Independent

Inactive Active

Co-operative Difficult

Withdrawn Talkative

Friendly Unfriendly

Stupid Clever
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Appendix 11- The Head Injury Semantic Differential I 

(1991)

HEAD INJURY SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 11(1991)

N am e :......................  D a te :......................... P a s t/P re s e n t/F u tu re .
B ored In te re s te d

U nhappy H appy

In contro l H elp less

W orried R e lax ed

S atisfied D issa tisfied

A ttractive m U nattractive

D e sp o n d e n t H opeful

S elf-confiden t L ack s co n fid e n ce

U n stab le  (7 \ S ta b le

Of v a lu e W o rth le ss

A a a re ss iv e U n a q a re ss iv e

Calm Irritable

C arina U nfeelinq

C a p ab le Incapab le

D ep e n d en t In d ep en d en t

Inactive Active

C o -o p era tiv e U ncooperative

W ithdraw n Talkative

Friendiv Unfriendly

Im patient P atien t

^̂ ’a s  a  p e rso n  
'^ 'em otionally

(Andy T yerm an - R ev ised  1991)
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Appendix 12 - The Topic Guide

Format Card.

Introductory explanation

i
Brief social and biographical information.

i
Experience of having dysarthria.

i
Changes in life as a result of dysarthria.

i
Effect of dysarthria on Self?

i
Perception on other people’s reaction to dysarthria.

i
Ability to cope with dysarthria.

i
Opinion on influence of factors on coping with dysarthria.

i
Importance of speech and communication.

Specific Topics Cards

Brief social and biographical information:

Biographical information: Where bom. Ethnic background. Family background,

Occupation, family. Any family members with dysarthria? Other speech problems? 

Hobbies/interests before. Hobbies/interests now

Experience of having dysarthria.

When did it happen? How did it happen? What were your first reactions? Your 

initial feelings? How did your friends and family react? How is it now? What has 

changed? Has it become easier or harder? What has made it so? What was your worst 

time? What was your best time?
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Changes in life as a result o f dysarthria.

What are the psychological effects of having dysarthria? Changes if  any in daily life? 

Greatest changes? Any changes to social life? To employment? To relationships with 

partner. Relationships with family members? Any economic implications? Changes in 

leisure activities? Role changes within the family? Changes in feeling in control? 

Restrictions imposed by the dysarthria?

Effect o f dysarthria on Self?

Do you feel that you are still the same person as you were before this happened? 

Stigma. Changes in self-esteem. Description of self before and self now. Changes in 

personality? Personality before became dysarthric? Description o f personality now?

Perception on other people’s reaction to dysarthria.

Awareness of other people’s reaction to speech. How do others react? Family versus 

strangers. Reaction of friends and colleagues. Feelings about these reactions? 

Consequences of these reactions. Hardest people to talk to and easiest people to talk 

to. Why? Initially how other people important to person acted, what they did and said- 

and also how these made them feel, and how he/she reacted to these actions o f 

significant others. Your reaction to someone with dysarthria before this happened?

Ability to cope with dysarthria.

How cope? Coping style generally? Role o f religion? Reliance on other people to help 

cope emotionally? Partner and family’s ability to cope with the dysarthria? Opinion 

on why some people cope better than others. Opinion on influence o f factors on 

coping with dysarthria. Gender. Stage o f life. Severity of dysarthria.

Importance of speech and communication

How important was it before the dysarthria? How important is it now - in comparison 

to physical disability?
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Appendix 13 -  Proforma

RESEARCH PROFORMA

Initials Date of Birth:
Age:
Telephone No:
Contact Details:

Marital Status: Occupation:
Ethnic Background: Religion:
Medical Diagnosis: Medical Consultant:

GP:
Date o f onset of Dysarthria

Medication: Hearing:
Visual skills:
Motor function:

Relevant Medical History: Relevant Social History:

Assessment Results



Appendix 14 -  The Head Injury Semantic Differential II 

(Amended) -  Past Self

Name:, Date;, Past Self

Greatly Fairly Slightly Half/half Slightly Fairly Greatly

Self-conscious

Unhappy

In control

Tense

Satisfied

Attractive (d

Despondent

Self-confident

Unstable (2>

Of value

Unassertive

Not Irritable

Caring

Capable

Dependent

Stupid

Competent

Withdrawn

Friendly

Impatient

*‘̂ as a person 
^emotionally

Not self-conscious

Happy

Helpless

Relaxed

Dissatisfied

Unattractive

Hopeful

Lacks confidence

Stable

Worthless

Assertive

Irritable

Unfeeling

Incapable

Independent

Intelligent

Incompetent

Sociable

Unfriendly

Patient
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Appendix 15 - Head Injury Semantic Differential II 

(Amended) -  Present Self

Name;, Date:. Present Self

Self-conscious

Unhappy

In control

Tense

Satisfied

Attractive (d

Despondent

Self-confident

Unstable (2>

Of value

Unassertive

Not Irritable

Caring

Capable

Dependent

Stupid

Competent

Withdrawn

Friendly

Impatient

*'*as a person 
^^^emotionally

Greatly Fairly Slightly Half/half Slightly Fairly Greatly

Not self-conscious

Happy

Helpless

Relaxed

Dissatisfied

Unattractive

Hopeful

Lacks confidence

Stable

Worthless

Assertive

Irritable

Unfeeling

Incapable

Independent

Intelligent

Incompetent

Sociable

Unfriendly

Patient



Appendix 16 — DME Task: Instructions To Listeners

Instructions to Group 1 (People With Dysarthria)

“You are going to hear a number of speech samples. The people on the tape have 

some speech difficulties. I want you to listen carefully to their speech. I want you to 

estimate how easy or difficult it is to understand their speech.

The first speech sample is called the standard sample and it has a score o f  100. Some 

speech you hear will be easier to understand than this one. Others will be harder to 

understand.

Your task is to estimate how much easier, or harder, it is to understand speech 

compared to this standard one. If you think a speech sample is twice as easy to 

understand, then you can give it a rating of 200. If on the other hand you think that the 

speech sample is 5 times harder to understand than the standard one, you can give it a 

score o f 20. (100 5). Use whatever number seems appropriate to you. The easier you

think it is to understand the speech, the bigger your number will be. If it is harder to 

understand, your number will be smaller. There are no right or wrong answers. There 

are no upper or lower limits to the numbers that you use.

You will have an opportunity to hear this standard sample before each speech sample 

to remind you what it sounds like.

Please wait until you have heard the entire speech sample before you rate it.
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At the end o f hstening to the speech samples, I am going to ask you to listen to the 

standard sample one more time and then to rate your own speech using the same 

rating system.”

Instructions to Group 2 (Naive Listeners)

“You are going to hear a number of speech samples. The people on the tape have 

difficulty with their speech. I want you to listen carefully to their speech. I want you 

to estimate how easy or difficult it is to understand their speech.

The first speech sample is called the standard sample and it has a score o f 100. Some 

speech samples will be easier and others will be harder to understand than this 

standard sample.

Your task is to estimate how much easier, or harder, it is to understand speech 

compared to this standard one. If you think a speech sample is twice as easy to 

understand, then you can give it a rating o f 200. If  on the other hand you think that the 

speech sample is 5 times harder to understand than the standard one, you can give it a 

score o f 20. (100 ^  5). Use whatever number seems appropriate to you. The easier you 

think it is to understand the speech, the bigger your number will be. If  it is harder to 

understand, your number will be smaller. There are no right or wrong answers. There 

are no upper or lower limits to the numbers that you use. You will have an 

opportunity to hear this standard sample before each speech sample to remind you 

what it sounds like.

Please wait until you have heard the entire speech sample before you rate it”

Instructions to Group 3 (Speech and Language Therapists)

“You are going to hear a number o f speech samples. The people on the tape have 

dysarthria. I want you to listen carefully to their speech. I want you to estimate how 

intelligible their speech is.
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The first speech sample is called the standard sample and it has a score o f  100. Some 

speech samples will be more or less intelligible than this standard sample.

Your task is to estimate how much more or less intelligible each speech sample is 

compared to this standard one. If you think a speech sample is twice as easy to 

imderstand, then you can give it a rating o f 200. If on the other hand you think that the 

speech sample is 5 times harder to understand than the standard one, you can give it a 

score o f  20. (100 5). Use whatever number seems appropriate to you. The easier you

think it is to understand the speech, the bigger your number will be. If it is harder to 

understand, your number will be smaller. There are no right or wrong answers. There 

are no upper or lower limits to the numbers that you use, although I would prefer if  

you did not use negative numbers.

You will have an opportunity to hear this standard sample before each speech sample 

to remind you what it sounds like.

Please wait until you have heard the entire speech sample before you rate it.”



Appendix 17 -  DME Task: Set A Form

DME Form (People with Dysarthria) 

Name: Date:

Speech Samples -  Set A

Speech Sample No: Rating

1 100
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

Self:
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DME Form (Speech and Language Therapists and Naive Listeners) 

Name: Date:

Speech Samples -  Set A

Speech Sample No: Rating

1 1 0 0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
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Appendix 18 -  DME Task: Set B Form

SPEECH SAMPLES SET B: - SPEECH AND LANGUAGE THERAPISTS &
NAIVE LISTENERS

SAMPLE NO

1 Modulus 100

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
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Appendix 19 -  HISD Profile Form

i p p i e  SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 11.( A l i i

Profile Form

Name:........ Date: Past/ Present
G re a tl

y
F a ir ly S lightly H alf/half S lightly Fairly G reatly

Un-self-conscious_ 
Happy ___

In control ___

Relaxed ___

Satisfied ___

Attractive (i) ___

Hopeful __

Self-confident___

Stable ___

O f value ___

Assertive ___

Not Irritable ___

Caring ___

Capable ___

Independent ___

Intelligent ___

Competent ___

Sociable ___

Friendly ___

Patient ___

“tn :

Self-conscious
Unhappy

Helpless

Tense

Dissatisfied

Unattractive

Despondent

Lacks confidence

Unstable (2)

Worthless

Unassertive

Irritable

Unfeeling

Incapable

Dependent

Stupid

Incompetent

Withdrawn

Unfnendly

Impatient

'as a person 

^^^emotionally
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Appendix 20 - Transcript Notation

All Interviews were transcribed according to the following convention:

• Non verbal accompaniments to speech such as  laughter, sighing etc 

are noted in brackets, e.g., (Loud sigh)

• /?/ denotes that something was said but could not be deciphered at the 

time of transcribing the interview.

• The sign: - following a word indicates that the speaker cut off the word 

or the phrase at that point. This is typically used when the speaker has 

had a false start on a sentence or phrase.

• Italics indicate emphatic stress.

• CAPITAL LETTERS indicate more emphatic stress.

• ... (i.e.) three dots indicate a pause.

• Long pauses are indicated by the phrase “long p au se” in the text.
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Appendix 21 -  Indexes Used To Chart Interviews 

Index 1: Impact of Dysarthria on the Speaker

1. ROLE CHANGES

1.1 Change in role because of speech

1.2 Change in role because of physical 
disability
1.3 Psychological impact of role changes

2. CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT
2.1 Change in employment because of 
speech
2.2 Reduced employment opportunities
2.3.Economic implications of this

3. LIFESTYLE CHANGES
3.1 Change in leisure activities

3.2 Change in daily routine
3.3 Attitude to change

4. RELATIONSHIP CHANGES
4.1 Change in relationship with spouse
4.2 Influence of dysarthria on 
relationships generally 
4.3Psychological impact of this on the

person

5. CHANGES TO SOCIAL LIFE
5.1 Changes in social behaviour
5.2 Reasons for change
5.3 Attitude to change

ASSOCIATED WITH6. FEELINGS_____________________________
DYSARTHRIA
6.1 Frustration and anger

6.2 Feeling inadequate, Lacking confidence
6.3 Feeling hurt and upset
6.4.Feelings of loss
6.5.Feeling lonely, isolated
6.6 Sensitivity re-speech, feeling self-conscious, 
embarrassed.
6.7 Fears associated with dysarthria
6.8 Feeling nervous, uncomfortable 
6.9Feeling dependent
6.10 Loss of control

7. EFFECT OF DYSARTHRIA ON SELF
7.1Changes in self-perception.

7.2 Changes in communication behaviour

7.3 Evidence of positive self-esteem

8. PHYSICAL PROBLEMS CO-EXISTING
W ITH DYSARTHRIA
8.1 Nature of physical problems
8.2 Physical problems greater than speech

8.3 Cannot divorce speech from physical impact

8.4.Consequences of physical problems on person 

8.5 Psychological Impact of this on the person.

9. CHANGE IN EXPERIENCE OF

DYSARTHRIA

9.1 Experience of dysarthria has changed, positively 

and negatively.

9.2 Reasons for this change
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Index 2: Accepting Dysarthria

10. ACCEPTING DYSARTHRIA 12. COPING STRATEGY

10.1 Not accepting dysarthria 12.1 Action

10.2 Accepting dysarthria 12.2 Control

10.3 Factors influencing acceptance or non- 12.3 Escape

acceptance 12.4 Fatalism

10.4 Adapting to dysarthria positively 12.5 Optimism

10.5 Adapting to dysarthria negatively 12.6 Interpersonal

10.6 Gender differences in coping 12.7 Religious belief

10.7Stage of life -influence on coping 12.8 Other

11. IMPORTANCE OF SPEECH AND

COMMUNICATION.

11.1 Importance of speech and communication

before

11.2 Importance now



Index 3: How I Feel Other People React to My Speech

13. GENERAL REACTION TO SPEECH

13.1 Reaction of family

13.2 Reaction of friends

13.3 Reaction of others

14. DIFFERENCES IN REACTION AMONG 

PEOPLE

14.1 Differences between family, friends and 

strangers

14.2 Differences in reaction according to gender

15. DIFFERENCES IN REACTION AT 

DIFFERENT TIMES.

15.1 Reaction at onset of dysarthria

15.2 Reaction to dysarthria now

16. SPEAKER’S REACTION TO REQUESTS 

TO REPEAT

17. SPEAKER PERCEIVES THAT S/HE IS 

BEING EVALUATED BY LISTENERS.

17.1 Speaker perceives that the listener thinks s/he 

is illiterate

17.2 Speaker perceives that the listener thinks s/he 

has been drinking

17.3 Speaker perceives that the listener thinks s/he 
is on drugs
17.4 Speaker perceives that the listener thinks s/he 

is stupid, unintelligent.

17.5 Speaker perceives that the listener thinks s/he 

is deaf.

17.6 People listening to how people are saying 

something rather than to what they are saying.

18. LACK OF WILLINGNESS TO LISTEN 

TO SPEAKER.

18.1 Speaker perceives impatience during 

interaction

18.2 Speaker perceives rejection

18.3 Speaker perceives listeners’ failure to give 

time to speak

18.4 Speaker perceives listeners’ tendency to 

answer for the speaker

18.5 Listeners pretending to understand speech 
when they have not
18.6. Other person not listening to speaker

19. PERCEPTION THAT PEOPLE ARE 

AVOIDING SPEAKER

19.1 Reaction to these people

20. PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF 

NEGATIVE REACTIONS ON LISTENER.

21. POSITIVE FEELINGS REGARDING 

LISTENER REACTION.



Index 4: How Dysarthria Affects My Communication With Others

22. NATURE OF DYSARTHRIA 26. “IT DEPENDS ON 29. SITUATIONS WHICH
ITSELF MAKES WHO I AM TALKING ARE PERCEIVED AS
COMMUNICATION TO ” BEING EASY
DIFFICULT 26.1 Family 29.1 One to one
22.1 Physical problems (fatigue etc) 26.2 Friends 29.2 Can’t remember
22.2 Impairment level difficulties 26.3 Strangers 29.3 Before the dysarthria

22.3 Inconsistent nature of 26.4 Older people 30. DIFFICULT

dysarthria due to medication 26.5 Nurses, doctors, SITUATIONS

22.4 Build-up of saliva paramedical professionals 30.1Talking to people you have

22.5 Effect of fatigue on voice and 26.6 People who work in nothing in conmion with

communication. hospitals 30.2 Lecturing

22.6 Progressive nature of 26.7 Receptionists 30.3 Talking in loud pubs

dysarthria. 26.8 Cannot differentiate. 30.4 Speaking publicly in a

23. LOSS OF OPPORTUNITIES 27. AVOIDING PEOPLE group

FOR SOCIAL INTERACTION 27.1 Strangers 30.5 Taking telephone messages

23.1 Telephone use 27.2 People I haven’t met in 30.6 Asking for items in shops

23.2 Reduced social circle a while. 30.7 Using the telephone

23.3 Confined to house 28. AVOIDING 30.8 Interviews

23.4 Dependence on others now to SITUATIONS 31. CHANGE IN STANCE IN

go out socially 28.1 Shops INTERACTIONS

24. CHANGE IN NATURE OF 28.2 Leaving messages on 31.1 Adopting the role of

INTERACTION WITH OTHERS answering machines bystander

24.1 Change in communication style 28.3 Using the telephone 31.2 Perception of interactant’s

24.2Change in communicative 28.4 Going for interviews response to that stance.

interaction. 28.5 Lecturing, making 32. USE OF STRATEGIES

24.3 Dysarthria does not impact on speeches TO FACILITATE

communication 28.6 Talking in a group COMMUNICATION

25. PRESENCE OF OTHER situation 32.1 Positive strategies

FACTORS INFLUENCING 28.7 Getting involved in 32.2 Negative strategies

COMMUNICATION conversation generally 32.3 Beliefs re- what influences

25.1 Position in wheelchair 28.8 Making transactions communication

25.2 Facial expression which involve speech

25.3 Enviroimient 28.9 Making enquiries

25.4 Physical barriers (glass 28.10 Going out socially -

screens) etc feeling uncomfortable in

25.5 Group size environments other than

25.6Attitude of others home

I
I
•J

I
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Index 5; Other Relevant Information

33. CULTURAL BACKGROUND

33.1 Where bom

33.2 Social class

33.3 Religion

33.4 Other personal information

34. MEDICAL CONDITION RESULTING IN 

DYSARTHRIA

34.1 Onset of symptoms

34.2 Nature of symptoms

34.3 Reaction to diagnosis

34.4 Family history of condition

34.5 Emotional reaction to medical condition

35. ONSET OF DYSARTHRIA

36. HOME ENVIRONMENT

37. PERSONAL FAMILY DETAILS

38. REACTION IN THE PAST TO PEOPLE
WITH COMMUNICATION DIFFICULTIES

39. FEEDBACK ON SPEECH AND

LANGUAGE THERAPY

39.1 Positive feedback

39.2 Negative feedback

40. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

IN MANAGEMENT OF DYSARTHRIA

40.1 From speech and language therapy

40.2 In general.

I)
•J

I.Jt
►
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Appendix 22 - Sample Of Interview Indexed

Interview Transcripts February 2001

Interview with Karen. Karen is a 68-year-oId homemaker with MuUi-system Atrophy. 

Karen has moderate dysarthria. She is married and lives with her husband. Karen has 

had dysarthria for three and a half years. She has had intensive impairment- and 

disability based speech and language therapy in the past. She is currently being seen 
for therapy on a review basis.

The interview takes place in a quiet Speech and Language Therapy treatment room.

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Tell me about where you grew up? You are not originally from ?

No. I am from_____

In the town?

N o,_______, nearby.

Do you still have family there?

I have a sister i n _________ , ... married. She has four children. ... I

go down to see her.

Do you get on well?

All right. [Long pause]. She has a daughter with multiple sclerosis. I 

see her once a year; ... I talk to her on the phone.

Interviewer:

Can you tell me a little about your speech problem? When did it start? 

When I fell down the stairs 

When you fell down the stairs?

Yes, and I had ... had an operation in my neck in hospital and after that 

I found I wasn’t able to talk.

Had the disease been diagnosed at that stage?

It had. [Long pause]. I went from [Karen names local hospital] and 

then went to [Karen names a second hospital]. They found I had a 

broken bone in my neck (points to neck). /? / I had an operation in 

[Karen names the second hospital again.] ,

And it was then that the problem started?  ^

J

I
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Karen: Y es,... and its been getting worse. ^

Interviewer: What year was that?

Karen: Three and a half years ago.

Interviewer: How has your speech problem affected you?

Karen: It has affected my life terrible,... terrible. /? /
• \Terrible? In what way? Tell me. ^Interviewer:

Karen: [Long pause], I ... I can’t talk to anybody. No one listens to me. \ 8" * 2-

Interviewer: They don’t listen to you?  ̂^

Karen: They don’t, no. /? / Husband, . . . / ? / . . .  They don’t listen to me. I am 

on my own. — {,,‘3

Interviewer: Does that make you feel lonely?

Karen: Yes.

Interviewer: What about at home with your family?

Karen: There’s nobody at home ... only myself and my husband.

Interviewer: What about your children? \"b “ ^

Karen: They don’t understand me. /? / One is a [names son’s profession]and 

he doesn’t understand me. Muriel is in the bank in and she 

doesn’t understand me. And Zoe [another daughter] is married down 

in and Gary... [Karen describes her son Gary’s Job] and he 

doesn’t understand me , . | . and I give up. __ y ©, j y  2.0

Interviewer: And you say your speech has been getting worse?

Karen: ‘Tis been getting lower.

Interviewer: Before you had a speech problem, how would you have described 

yourself?

Karen: I was never sick ... and I was grand.

Interviewer: Uh huh.

Karen: On the Sunday morning I fell down the stairs, ... I was rushing. ... I 

had a nun staying and I was rushing to get something for her upstairs, 

... and I fell down the stairs.

Interviewer: Oh dear.

Karen: I was taken to [Karen names a hospital].

Interviewer: Before that happened what kind of a person would you say you were?

Karen: I was a great talker.

Interviewer: A great talker?



Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer;

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Yes. I used to love people. People used to tell me their ... their ills 

and I used to answer them. /? /. I ,. . .1 was a good listener.____________

Has that changed? Are you still a good listener?

/?/

Do you still listen to friends now?

Yes. I do, ... but I can’t talk to them.

Do you still keep in touch with close friends?

[Long pause]. They come and see me ... I don’t go out.

If your speech was better, would you go out more often? 

Probably would. ^

What does your speech stop you from doing?

Everything. You have no idea. 

Tell me.

VO

You’ve no idea what it is lik e ,... not to be able to talk. To be told /? / 

... that they can’t understand ... can’t understand me.

Do you feel hurt when people tell you they don’t understand you?

I do because I think I am speaking perfectly. Sometimes I think my

husband is deaf. Maybe he is -
A l:

Does your speech affect you more than the physical disability?

Yes, ... my speech affects me more.

How do people react to your speech?

At first they think I can talk all right but when I don’t answer, it takes
. 1? ' °me a long time to answer, ... they know something is wrong witli^n^. 

[Long pause] They treat me differently then. | They treat me differently 

anyway because I am in a wheelchair. They talk over you, ... as if you

weren’t there.

Do you think people would react differently if it were just the speech 

problem, and you didn’t have a wheelchair?

Probably would.

Who are the hardest people to talk to?

My husband ... is the hardest. He doesn’t listen. ... My daughter and 

my son are also not easy.

Why?

\%A
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Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

They don’t understand me

Who do you find easiest to talk to?

N urses,.. .the nurses at the day hospital.
.S

What about fiiends?

I was talking to a fiiend yesterday. She just /? /

She just?

She just started crying.

Why was that?

Remembering ... And then I get upset (Karen starts to cry).

c

Interview paused 

What did you work as before?

I worked [Karen names an organisation]. I was a telephonist. ^  

Did you give that up because of your speech?

No. I gave it up when I got married. You had to resign in those days. 

Yes, I remember that rule. Did you find that hard at the time?

At the time, yes I did.

Did you ever know anyone with a speech problem before this 

happened to you?

No. No. Never.

Do you worry now about your speech?

I do. I worry about not being able to talk .... about not being heard.

How important is speech to you?

Very important

More important than being able to walk?

It is. (Karen nods)

When I spoke to you before, you told me that you are a completely 

different person now since you became ill. Can you tell me a little bit 

more about that?

I’m completely different.

In what way, tell me.

I was vivacious, VIVACIOUS, ... and ... I talked a lot, I talked a lot. 

When did you change?

w

a.
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Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

When I came out of -  [long pause]

When you came out of?

From — [Karen names a rehabilitation centre\

Did it happen gradually?

Yes. When I came out of the rehabilitation centre. ... after the 

fall, ... after three and a half months.

Are there things you avoid now? '2-

I don’t talk at all. ... When I go out with my sisters and I don’t talk at 

all.  ̂ \

When you go out now, where do you go? ^

I’d go for a drink ... on Sunday night with my husband. We used to 

go to /? / dances but I haven’t been at a dance for years.

What interest or hobbies do you have?

Nothing. Sit and watch television. \ Can’t do anything. Can’t even
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•.n-
make a cup of tea. My left hand is paralysed (glances at 1 ^  h ând).

That must be hard.

Yes, it is.

Tell me about your day.

I get up in the morning ... and I eat breakfast, . and my husband /? 

/... He doesn’t listen. I think he could listen a lot, a lot better. He’s 

just /? /

I’m sorry, can you repeat that for me. He’s just -.

He’s just in and out of the room, ... and he gives me my breakfast and 

dinner. [Long pause]. He is a good cook but I think he could listen a 

lot more.

What about the rest of the day?

I just sit there looking at television.

Do you think your relationship with your husband has changed because 

of the speech?

Yes A
In what way?

It’s not loving. I feel very dependent on him. I was very independent. 

I am less in control. ^ ^

Does that bother you?

I
!j
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Karen: It does

Interviewer: What is the worst thing about your speech problem? The thing you 

really find hardest to cope with?

Karen: The loneliness.

Interview discontinued. Karen's husband arrives to pick her up.

One week later. Karen is already fatigued and has had a number o f falls the previous

week. The session is brief as a result.

Interviewer; You were talking to me earlier about the speech problem. What do

you find hardest?

Karen The Hstening. People don't listen.

Interviewer: Are some people better than others at listening?

Karen:

Interviewer:

All the women are poor listeners. Men are better listeners. 

I wonder why that is?

Karen: I don’t know.

Interviewer: Thinking about differences between men and women, do you think 

having a speech problem is harder or easier for women or is there a

difference?

Karen: I don’t think so. [Long pause] It’s bad for whoever has it.

Interviewer: Do you think it’s harder to cope with a speech problem at this stage in 

your life? Would it have been easier to cope at another time in your

hfe?

Karen: It might be different. I was lucky to have my children reared, ... when 

I got it.

Interviewer: What about now when you have both retired -  is it easier?

Karen: No. We had both planned to go away a lot, ... and now we can’t, ... 

go away.

Interviewer: Does that make you angry?

Karen: It does to a certain degree. It might have been easier if we were older.

Interviewer: Despite the illness do you feel healthy?



Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

Interviewer:

Karen:

I do except for ttie falling, ... when I get up, I fall down, ... fall against 

something. I am falling a lot. [Long pause] I can’t do dressing, ... 

can’t put on my clothes, and eh, my hands are very weak.

Who helps you?

My husband ...and a home help comes and does the ironing. [Long 

pause] She comes for two hours and he goes out. She comes once a 

week.

How do you cope with your disease?

I keep thinking I’ll get better, ... ‘cos I has cancer o f the bowel in 

1984,... and I got over it.

So are you quite a strong person?
x'V *

/?/

What helps you to cope?

Prayer. I say the rosary every day, ... to Our Lady. [Long pause] It 

helps me get through.

Do you feel angry that you have got this disease?

I cry a lot.

What upsets you the most?

He does a bit. ... He gets upset. (Karen becomes tearful) 

Are you OK? Are you tired now?

Yes.

Shall we finish?

Yes, please. Interview concluded.

My husband not -  

Your husband not?

My husband not ... being able to understand me. ... I think he must 

have a hearing problem.

Does he think he has a hearing problem?

No. ______

How old is your husband?

He’s four years older than me, he’s seventy-two.

Is he in good health?

No, ... he has a pace maker 

Does he find this hard?

\ 1)'
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Appendix 23 - Qualitative Data From The Dysarthria 

Questionnaire

EFFECT OF DYSARTHRIA ON ME AS A PERSON  

^ Effect of the disease rather than dysarthria

“My speech hasn’t changed me as a person but it will. I feel that the disease 

(Multisystem atrophy) has changed me as a person”

“It’s the Parkinson’s rather than the speech which has had an effect on me” “My leg 

has affected me more”

“I cannot divorce my speech from my physical disability. My physical disability has 

more of an effect on me as a person”.

“I am more dependent but it’s not because of the speech”

>  Changes in social life.

“It affects me going out”

“I used to enjoy life but since this happened, I don’t go out. It stops me from going 

out”.

“I have been forced to accept that social isolation is central to the disease”.

“The social isolation is self-inflicted. Its easier.”

> Effect on the person

“There’s so little you can do without help, its boimd to change you.”

“ I get very down at times because of the speech.”

“The main effect is not being understood.”

“I hate being dependent on my husband to answer phone calls”

“My speech problem has made me become irritable occasionally.”

“I get angry with myself rather than with other people”

“My confidence has been affected, I feel frustrated and inadequate.”

“I don’t feel a whole person because of the speech. Communication is so important, if 

you can’t communicate what you want to say, you don’t feel right.”

“ I only feel embarrassed when I hear my speech”

“Self-conscious/self-imposed stress when about to speak could be the main cause of 

noticeable speech problems”
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“Well when you’re in a crowded room you feel very inadequate especially when you 

are talking to people who are upright”

ACCEPTING MY DYSARTHRIA

“Its hard not being able to use a phone as in conversation.”

“Nothing is as important as my speech”

“ I have a speech problem for twelve years, I am more accepting now”

“ I am used to my speech. I accept it a lot better now” “I find I am a little more 

confident as time has gone on, I can sing again”

“The other things like my walking have improved, but the speech is the same, the 

speech is the worst

“ I find it so hard to live with it because talking was so natural before. There was a lot 

o f things I done that I can’t do now”

“ I wish I could ‘fix’ it”

“The only thing I notice is when I get out of breath, I get tired. It takes me longer 

and I fumble the words”

“Humour helps”

“ I feel I need to be patient with myself and with other people”

“Have not been able to find an example of someone who has successfully coped with 

dysarthria”

“I am hoping my speech will get back to normal”

“I want to be normal for my son”

“To me my speech is normal because in my mind I know what I am about to say”

“My swallowing is also affected”.

“I worry about further deterioration”

“I don’t get angry anymore when people don’t understand me”.

HOW I FEEL OTHERS REACT TO MY SPEECH

“It doesn’t bother me really”

“ I don’t know how they feel”

“All people understand when I speak slowly”

“I don’t think they really mind”
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“People never pass comment because I reckon my speech is better now that it was 

when I was diagnosed (with MND)”

“I feel people think I ’m illiterate and they ask me can I read and I ’m completely 

literate, I have a great education”

“Some people treat me as if I am stupid because they can’t understand me”

“They think there is something wrong with your brain”

“I had a few people think I was deaf, older people understand me less”

“You can see the surprise on people’s face when I start speaking. You can see them 

thinking ‘Why is she speaking like that?’ Then they talk a bit louder”.

>  People are more condescending -  evaluate you negatively.

“Does he take sugar?”

“I am definitely feeling now as the speech problem is more obvious that people think 

less o f you -  you don’t seem to rate. This is the first time I ’ve seen it”

>  Family versus strangers versus friends’ reactions

“My husband gets annoyed when he doesn’t understand what I am saying”

“My husband might get annoyed because he thinks I don’t try and make an effort. 

Not annoyed but irritated possibly”

“My family get armoyed when I’m not trying [to make myself understood}”

“Some people take time to listen; more so my family”

“I have a small circle of friends who have got used to me. They have to make an 

effort to understand me and they usually do”

“I am worried about speaking with strangers”

“I am conscious o f my mother’s reaction to my speech. Its difficult because she is 

hard of hearing”

“Its ok once people know me”

>  People ignoring or avoiding speaker

“When I am talking, people move away” “They just walk away”

“I feel you don’t get as much heed when you lose your voice. You have to assert 

yourself and I can no longer do that now”

“ People don’t talk to you, they talk to my husband but not to me, that happens quite



“Sometimes I feel people don’t want to understand.”

“People are not inclined to call on you so often.”

“I’m afraid my friends will leave me out, exclude me from activities because of this 

{points to mouth) and sometimes they do that, bypass me.”

“ I have good supportive friends. I have lost a lot {of friends), they pass the door but 

they don’t call in”

“They would normally treat me as if I wasn’t there and direct their questions t o ____

{wife) or to someone else who is there”.

>  People getting impatient

“People get impatient with you, I feel they’d rather be talking to somebody else”

“Sometimes people ask me a question, sometimes they wont give me time to answer, 

they answer for me and that annoys me very much”

“People are too busy to listen” i

“My family are very impatient always”

“If  they don’t understand after the second time they give up and change the subject”

>  Aware of being evaluated by listener

“I feel that people are listening to how I am speaking rather than what I am saying”

“If  I’m talking to two people, I find that when the conversation is over, they’re 

looking at each other and making eyes, throwing their eyes to heaven as if to say 

‘What the hell was he on about?” ’

“You can see the surprise on people’s face when I start speaking. You can see them 

thinking ‘Why is she speaking like that?’ Then they talk a bit louder”.

“I feel I look apprehensive I f l \  expect to be skinned”

“When I speak people look at me, I cannot talk to strangers”

“People are looking at my struggle and they’re not listening to what I am saying at 

all”

“Sometimes strangers treat me negatively because of my speech, they look at me”

“You come across people and you know they’re thinking ‘Is he on something?” ’

“I can’t hide it”

“I can’t hide it, I have to talk”
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HOW DYSARTHRIA AFFECTS MY COMMUNICATION WITH OTHERS

>  Does not impact on communication

“I don’t avoid talking. I always talk”

>  Changes in Communication Behaviour

“You miss out on conversation one way or another”

“Before I was the one who did all the talking.”

My speech problem has affected my life because now I don’t have the ability to 

converse effectively.

“When I am out, I’d prefer to have someone else with me”

“Your voice is terribly important. Without it you can’t state your point”

“I can’t speak out like I used to before.”

“It hasn’t affected my life really at all. If people don’t understand me, I say it again 

and speak slower.”

“Not being able to get your point across, not being able to hold a normal conversation 

with close friends without help from family, not being able to use a phone, as in 

conversation.”

“I apologize for my speech”

“I miss the telephone. I feel less in control because of it. Even when I couldn’t walk, 

I could use the phone and now I can’t do that”

“ I find it difficult to get my message across”

“People think I’m able to talk and talk to me and I don’t be able to answer them”.

>  Factors which influence communication

o Environment

“The environment is important”

“Talking one to one is very tiring”

“I run out o f breath”

“I lift my head to talk to someone from the wheelchair and because o f my position, 

the saliva goes down the wrong way”

>  Reaction to requests to repeat.

“ I feel annoyed rather than stupid when someone asks me to repeat”

“Its off-putting having to repeat yourself”

>  Avoiding or being uncomfortable with certain people
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“I avoid talking to people I don’t know”

“I avoid talking to people if  I haven’t met them in a while”

“I avoid calling assistants in shops because I have no hope at all with them”

“I am uneasy with strangers sometimes.”

“I would miss out on conversation particularly with strangers”

> Avoiding or being uncomfortable in certain situations

“The telephone is very hard”

“There’s an underlying hesitation when going to make telephone calls”

“Asking for bus-fares is hard”

“I avoid asking for items in shops, my sister shops for me”

“I avoid leaving a message on an answering machine and recording in general”

“I’m more confident talking at home”

“I don’t go into shops”

>  Adopting the stance of bystander

“I tend not to speak in case I’m not understood”.

“ I ask my wife to speak for me - 1 feel comfortable speaking at home only”

“I feel less inclined to go in and start talking”

“I don’t avoid talking to strangers, but it depends on how I feel, sometimes I would 

listen rather than talk.”

“I listen a bit more than I would before”

“There are certain places I’d be and I wouldn’t speak if I could help it. You feel you 

want to join in. You feel a bit nervous if  you don’t get the first few words. My 

husband knows what I want to say and he says it for me”

“ I find it very hard when there are a number of people together, to break into 

conversation because they don’t understand me”

>  Using strategies to facilitate communication

“I say it again and I speak slower.”

“When people can’t understand me, I can’t use my hands so I point to the alphabet”

“ I did try other ways but since I got bad, I don’t bother”.

“I am conscious of the need to have a drink nearby when planning to speak
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Appendix 24 - Sample Of Interview Transcripts

Interview Transcripts February 2001

Interview with Paul. Paul is a 48-year-old retired butcher with Friedreich’s Ataxia. 

Paul has moderate dysarthria. He is married and lives with wife and three children. 

Paul has had dysarthria for 9 years. He has had intensive speech and language therapy 

in the past and is currently seen on a periodic review basis.

The interview takes place in a quiet room in Paul's home.

Interviewer: When did you develop dysarthria?

Paul: It happened after 1 had the spinal fusion.

Interviewer: Which was when?

Paul: Back in’92. I always remember waking up the morning after the

operation to hear about the war in Iraq, you know.

Interviewer: And?

Paul: And, ... it was -, 1 had the operation. I was released from the hospital,

went to see went back to see [Paul names a medical consultant]. He 

noticed a slur in my speech and he asked me was everything all right 

and I said ‘Yeah’. He re-examined me. I think he got a fright maybe, 

they were after crossing something somewhere, you know (laughs). He 

sent me up to [Paul names a neurologist] to have a look at me, who in 

turn turned around and said to me “I’m ninety-five percent sure you 

have MS”. He asked me then if I would come in and have tests done, 

so I went in and I had a lumbar puncture. They done the thing for the

myelin and all that. I had a CAT scan on the brain and so forth, and

then they couldn’t find anything. And then he said ‘No, it’s not, eh, 

MS because there is no scarring of tissue on the myelin’. So, they put 

it down to, eh, a spinal cerebellar degeneration.

Interviewer: Okay.

Paul: And then I saw this registrar in 1998. He noticed a tremor and he asked

me had I ever heard o f Friedreich’s. I said ‘No’, you know. So, em, 

he just asked if I’d be interested in coming in and having a few tests 

done, you know. I went in and they found it in the DNA thing, you



Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

know. They found it on chromosome nine, they found it then I had 

had speech and language therapy before but then I was re-introduced to 

speech therapy, OT and so on.

When you woke up after the operation and you found that your speech 

was slurred, what was your reaction?

I thought it might have been the drugs. I was on a fair bit of 

medication and I was on a drip and they kept putting stuff into the drip, 

you know, and I thought well, as soon as it goes out o f my system, I’d 

be okay, you know. But Tara [Paul’s wife] noticed, ... and I used to 

notice people, you know, straining to listen. (Paul places hand behind 

his ear to demonstrate) Even now people -, I might say something and 

I’m staring at the person, speaking at them, they go. (Paul puts on 

questioning expression), and they take a totally different meaning from 

it, you know.

Okay

But when they told me about it, ... MS, I got a fright. But then they 

told me spinocerebellar, it didn’t sound as bad, you know. But again as 

Dr. Jones [Paul's neurologist] has told me recently, the spinocerebellar 

thing is like an umbrella, it covers a multitude. /? / But now that they 

have Friedreich’s, they know. But then it can only be managed, it can’t 

be treated as such, you know.

So getting back to the speech, when you discovered you had a speech 

problem, were you upset?

Oh yeah, yeah. They told me the speech co-ordination, em, in general,

... when I’d be talking to people, I was told that, eh, I would have to 

speak AT people, you know. People in general have a, a, a- ... well 

it’s habit really. Do you see that thing over there? (Paul points to a 

picture on the wall)

Yes

I am looking at something and I say ‘do you see that, now I want to 

show you that (pointing to another picture) over there’ but they turn 

their heads away. Now if I turn my head away, an awful lot o f people, 

nine out o f ten people would think I’m saying something else, you
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know. Even my own kids now who are here with me on a regular 

basis, you know, sometimes pick up something wrong, you know. /? /

Interviewer: So Tara [Paul's wife] started noticing something wrong with your

speech, what about the children?

Paul: Em, ...

Interviewer: Or did they say anything to you about it?

Paul: No, I think Tara [Paul’s wife] had a word with the older ones, Niall

and David [Paul's 50/15] and Melissa [Paul’s daughter]. Amy [Paul’s 

youngest daughter] is-, she knows Dad’s balance and so forth could be 

-. But she just takes it in her stride.

Interviewer: Okay. Tell me how do you feel about your speech now?

Paul: Em, ... I ’m more cautious in certain things. I pick words, easy words

that are easy for ME to say, you know. Instead of going around and

saying ‘Will you draw up a petition’ or something like that, you know, 

I say, ‘you get a list together (Interviewer and Paul both laugh). 

Things like that, you know, that are easy for me to say, you know, but 

have the same meaning.

Interviewer: So are you avoiding words?

Paul: Avoiding yes, definitely. Avoiding words and if Tara [Paul’s wife] is

with me, I let her do the talking. Similarly, with booking a holiday,

Tara will do all the booking, I wouldn’t do it.

Interviewer: Would you have done it before you had the dysarthria?

Paul: Before I would have signed forms and all that. Tara signs forms and

all that now.

Interview interrupted briefly as microphone becomes loose. Interview resumed.

Interviewer: Sorry, you were saying that Tara is doing more things now.

Paul: Oh Tara has definitely taken over.

Interviewer: So is there a role change then?

Paul: Oh there is, a definite role change. Oh most definitely.

Interviewer: Do you mind that?

Paul: Em, not now, not now. You know it’s a total role reversal, as it were,

where Tara goes out to work. /  collect Amy [youngest daughter]. I
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Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer;

prepare the evening meal. You know I’ve even learnt to iron, use the 

washing machine, the whole lot, you know. So, things like that.

Was it because of your speech that you gave up work?

No, it was because of the spinal trouble I had that I lost my job. That 

was in’89, I had the discectomy and they told me ‘You wouldn’t be 

able to go back to heavy lifting’. I used to be a manual worker you 

know. Then in ‘92, when I had the spinal fusion, they told me I had to 

be selective but I wasn’t trained for the type of work they’d be talking 

about. Forget about stairs, you know, going up and down stairs. 

Forget about lifting. Em ‘Try and get a job, ... porter’ But I mean, 

you couldn’t be a porter in a hospital because that would entail lifting. 

A porter anywhere else, and I said-. I was talking to a fellow called 

{Paul names a person in a rehabilitation centre] and he gave me a list 

at one time and application forms where you fill in the application 

forms and they try to get you into ‘Ideally’, he said ‘what you would 

/? /, ... where someone walks into a building, the porter is sitting there, 

sorts out the post, he might pigeon hole it or bring it around to different 

offices, and then collect the post in the evening. When I went for 

interviews, to look at me, ... people looking at me as if  to say ‘Well 

there’s nothing wrong, it doesn’t look as if there is anything wrong 

with you’. But then when I told them certain things they said [Paul 

mentions rehabilitation agency]. But I was getting the type of question 

like ‘Why should we give you the job’, you know, ‘when we can get 

someone who is a hundred per cent fit, for the same money who could 

do maybe a little bit more, who wouldn’t be curtailed in their 

movements’ and so forth. That was fairly depressing.

Yes, I can imagine that it was.

Things have changed now. It’s an employees' market now. So, I 

trained around Well I done courses and that, on computers and that, 

you know. But what’s let me down is the, ... hand-eye co-ordination 

on the keys. I ’m hitting ‘a’ instead o f ‘s’ or instead of a ‘w ’; I’m hitting 

‘e’, you know, on the keys.

I see. Okay. So, does the speech difficulty affect your job 

opportunities?
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Paul: Oh yeah, to sit down and talk on a one to one, and normally at the

interviews there’d be a panel.

Interviewer: Right.

Paul: Now it could be three people, or rather two men and woman or two

women and one man, it was usually mixed. They talk at you and they 

ask questions. They might have asked a question where you might 

have to repeat the question in your answer, some o f the words, I 

became tongue-tied on and it wasn’t lack o f confidence, it was, ... the 

tongue, trying to get the words to roll off, you know. I end up, as I ’ve 

said before, biting my lip or biting my tongue and, you know ,... you’d 

end up saying -  although it sounds right to me, I could see them 

thinking ‘Did we ask him that’ ‘Did we say that to him’, you know. 

They would have picked it up totally different, you know, /? / I’d say 

that a lot of times that’s how I was shot down at the interview stage ,... 

definitely.

Interviewer: So since’92, when you developed the dysarthria, have things got easier

or harder, in terms o f speech?

Paul: I’ve learned to adapt

Interviewer: In what way?

Paul: Well, I’ve become, ... what’s the word? Cunning and let other people

speak. As I say for Tara [Paul’s wife] to make enquiries, you know, 

and so forth. People say, to listen to me on the phone; you wouldn’t 

think there was anything wrong. It’s only when they’re speaking on a 

one to one, they can notice a slur and so forth.

Interviewer: Right.

Paul: But again, it’s cheating, I know. Letting Tara do the handwriting and

the speech, make the enquiries, you know. Same if  we go on holidays, 

Tara goes and asks for the key and so forth.

Interviewer: You said earlier that you found that hard, has that got easier to deal

with?

Paul: It’s easier to let someone else do it for you, you know. A lot easier,

especially when there is -  I know there is some sort of abnormality as 

it were.
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Interviewer: Okay, can you tell me what has been your hardest time in terms of

your speech?

Paul: The hardest time is when the speech started to go, ... and I didn’t

really know what it was that was making my speech become as bad as 

it was, you know, slurred. People used to think I might have drink 

taken or something like that, you know. And, eh, I remember one time 

I went into a mini-market and I asked for coleslaw. Now I say that 

slowly but when I said it to them, the girl looked at me in horror, you 

know? And I walked out o f the shop, ... which is the wrong thing to 

do, because it left her with the ever lasting /? / about this ‘head-banger’ 

and saying ‘I wonder what he’d said to me’ and all this. Whereby 

people who know me and who have got to know me over the years. 

I’ve told them... ‘Don’t /? /, I haven’t been drinking and so forth, 

there’s a bit of a problem with my speech, you know’.

Interviewer: So you tell them first about your speech?

Paul: Oh I tell them, yeah, yeah. I didn’t always tell them. Again, eh, what

they used to say ‘a little knowledge is a dangerous thing’ but not so 

anymore. You’re better off just letting them know that there is a 

problem with speech, you know.

Interviewer; Okay. So, is this an easier time now then?

Paul: No, it’s getting harder, harder from the point of view that the speech is

getting worse. I know that myself. [Long pause]. I am inclined to hold 

back, not ask questions, you know. Also, you know I usually accept 

things. People make a statement and I mightn’t agree with it, but 

because I have to get into a conversation on a one to one, I won’t do it.

Interviewer: So has your personality changed as a result?

Paul: Oh yeah, oh yeah.

Interviewer: In what way?

Paul: Well, I wouldn’t say I would be the life and soul o f the party. My son

got married in 1998 and his father-in-law gave a speech. I was asked 

to give a speech and I said ‘No’. I did that purely and simply because I 

didn’t want people to think, ‘God, your man is plastered^ already’.

 ̂Plastered is an Irish slang term, which means ‘to be drunk’.



Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul;

Not only that they would think I was plastered but also they’d be 

straining to pick up what you might be saying. And then I hadn’t got 

the confidence I have now, whereby I was afraid that people would 

pick up the wrong thing, /? / And then to be deliberate and speak 

slowly, that didn’t appeal to me then.

So you are saying that you are more confident now than you were four 

years ago?

I am confident now, .. .but I am only confident from the point o f view 

where I know I have to go into a chemist’s shop, and /  know I have to 

ask for something so it’s rehearsed, premeditated, /? /. You KNOW 

you have to go there, you KNOW you have to ask that question.

Okay. Sorry, just to go back to the personality bit again, are you 

saying that you are different now because of the speech?

Oh yeah. Different whereby I’d walk in and ask questions before but 

now it’s stop and think. Like you know what you’re going to say and 

you’re not going to deviate from that, you know.

And you were saying that you’re less inclined to put your opinion 

across also?

Oh yeah, unless it suited me in what I was going to say ‘word wise’ I 

worry about the way I come across, that type of thing.

Do you feel that there is a stigma attached to having a speech problem? 

Yeah. Eh, my own family, I know, make allowances, my parents, 

brothers, sisters, people who do know, but again, to go back to if I have 

to go in somewhere and ask, ... I’m wondering ‘Do I sound right/’ 

Whereas the person picking me up, ... as a person thinks, ‘Oh here we 

have a looper**, he must be on something. There’s no smell of drink, is 

he on drugs, his speech being the way it is’, you know.

Right.
Sometimes there’s a build-up of eh, saliva in the mouth, and you’re swallowing and 

people are-, ... I wouldn’t say -, they don’t look all the time. Again, it’s probably me 

looking to see have they noticed anything, you know. Things like that.

'* Looper is a slang term used to describe someone who is mad or insane.
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Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Do you think there is a greater stigma attached to having a speech 

rather than a physical disability?

There’s more of a stigma with the gait as they call it. Before my 

neighbours knew, they said, “We always thought you’d been down to 

the pub and had a few drinks”, something like that, you know.

Is that because it is more visible or is it something else?

It is more visible. Well I’ve slowed up. I used to be Well I walk 

everywhere. It’s what they told me in [Paul names his local hospital]. 

‘Keep walking for as long as you can’, you know. But, ... when 

there’s a group of people, and I have to say, ‘Excuse me’ but I 

guarantee it, they think I’m being rude, a ‘get out o f  the way’ type. I 

do apologise but then they look at you and they look after you as if  to 

say ‘He’s after taking something o r-‘. And it happens, even 

yesterday it happened going for Amy in school. Get up to the doorway, 

it’s lashing rain, the mothers are there with raincoats and all. I went in, 

concentrating on how I will do it, said, “ 'scuse me” and I walked and 

I’m bumping into people. It’s-, you think it’s on purpose, you have a 

/? /. You have to go in that door and the door is four foot wide, there’s 

people maybe standing at the door, but I can guarantee it, BANG, into 

someone or something.

How does that make you feel?

Eh, we laugh and joke about it now but on Thursday, Thursday night, I 

went to have a drink with my father and brother. And the joke is ‘But 

sure it’s only him, cut out the bar because by the time he gets back 

there will be nothing left in that glass’ you know. (Paul laughs). But 

that is true. I can’t carry a cup of tea, coffee, milk, a glass of /? /, I’m 

guaranteed to let it go. If I go to get myself a drink, it’s literally two 

mouthfuls, in a tall glass. Normally there’s a bit o f room for slopping 

and movement as it were, you know.

That must be frustrating.

Oh it is. It’s em, ... it’s a bit annoying because, ... I’ve had a certain 

amount o f independence taken away, ... and regardless o f whether-, 

although I’ve said I get Tara {Paul’s wife] to make enquiries and that, 

there’s still independence attached where you’d like to do things for



Interviewer;

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:

Paul:

yourself, you know, ‘Do you want another drink, Paul? I ’ll get it for 

you now’. You might see a few staring at you saying ‘God, he can’t 

even get out of the seat and he’s getting more drink’, you know. It’s 

not that you’d be drinking much anyway.

How would you have described yourself before? You mentioned that 

you were outgoing.

Well as I’ve said before, I used to be a butcher. I worked in an 

abattoir. My co-ordination was grand. Physical labour in all conditions.

I was able to walk although the floors would be like skating rinks, but 

with the bit o f snow we had, I could not -  em. I can’t wear leather 

shoes, because I’m guaranteed to (Paul demonstrates sliding with his 

foot).

So were you a hard -worker?

Oh yeah. Yeah.

How would you describe yourself now?

Getting on and off buses, a thing I dread, and it’s a fault, they say, of

the drivers. When you get on and show your pass, the minute you j
1

show your pass, your man closes the door behind you and off he goes. |
I

With the balance being the way it is, the minute he takes off. I’m \
0

guaranteed that if I don’t hold on to the bar. I’ll go flying down to the ,

back of the bus. And there’s people there, you’re falling  into maybe,

you know. So, ... if  there is a seat in the front. I’ll sit on it. If not. I’ll

stand holding on to one or two bars, you know. Again, with ringing

the bell, you’re not supposed to get out of your seat until the bus stops.

But again, it’s a bad habit people have gotten drivers into. They ring 

the bell and they get up and they could be, I don’t know, ... five 

hundred yards from their stop and they get up and walk up the bus. I 

ring the bell and because your man doesn’t see anyone there, he thinks 

it’s someone messing and he drives on past the bus stop. And I get up 

and I say ‘Sorry, I wanted that stop’ and he says ‘Oh, I didn’t see you 

there. Why didn’t you-‘. ‘I did ring the bell’ and it’s confrontation 

then. But again, they’re at fault. /?/
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Interviewer:

Paul:

Interviewer:
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Interviewer:
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Yes that must be hard. Can I go onto something else about the speech 

for a minute? Before you had the dysarthria, did you ever know 

anyone with a speech problem?

The only people I knew with a speech problem was two chaps I 

worked with had a stammer.

Right.

And, if they were in an argument, they had no stammer but when they 

were talking to someone on a one to one, you could see their -. You’d 

be saying the words for them; I noticed that, you know. I’d met two 

friends of my father who had strokes at different times. The thing 

noticeable about them would have been the face drawn, the mouth 

being crooked and all that. Having seen them before they had the 

stroke and talking and all that, you knew they had a stroke, and it was 

very pronounced, you know.

Before this, what would you have thought, when you met someone 

with slurred speech?

If someone stopped me in the street and had a speech impediment. I’d 

have been inclined to look at them (Paul raises eyebrows and looks 

quizzical) and say ‘what’s wrong with him?’ Totally different 

reaction. I would’ve thought, ‘the lights are on but there’s no one at 

home’ type of thing. This is how I would see them and you’d be 

inclined to talk down to them as I see some people talking to me. They 

talk down to me, you know. Or if I’m walking somewhere and my 

mother and father are there, you know, and they say, ‘Get up and let 

Paul have that chair’ when my father should have it. You know, ... it’s 

ANNOYING, from my point of view, you notice it. I could be sitting 

here and if you’re my mother and Tara could be sitting over there (Paul 

points to a chair in the room), and someone says, ‘How is he?’ I’m 

here, ASK ME. /? / Or if I’m talking on the phone and someone says 

‘Is Tara there?’ I say, ‘Do you want to speak to her?’

And they ask her questions I ’ve already answered.

That must be hard.

Oh yeah, it’s hard to accept, ... being able bodied at one time and I’m 

not saying, ... and I hate to admit it that I am unabled but I know



Interviewer:

Paul:

certain things have gone down hill but it’s hard to accept when 

someone is talking down to you, you know.

Interviewer: Do you think men and women cope differently with dysarthria?

Paul: Ah n o ,... no I wouldn’t say so.

Interviewer: Do you think that it is easier or harder to cope with at this stage o f  your

Hfe?

Paul: It’s hard to accept at any stage but I suppose Tara could go back to

work and the kids were getting bigger. It was hard when Amy was a

baby trying to keep up with her you know. It’s hard at any stage.

Yes. So, what effect has the speech problem had psychologically on 

you?

Where I won’t, em, ... go in and ask the question, or take part in 

conversation, purely and simply because I’m afraid o f how other 

people might pick me up.

Interviewer; Would you say you are the same person now as you were before?

Paul: No, no. Well I think I still am the same but, ... where you have to think

twice of everything. I wouldn’t think twice about certain things before 

where now I do. 1 think, “Did I do that right?” “Did I say that right?”/? 

/. I have to ask someone now, think what you’re going to say, use the 

shortest My confidence is less.

Interviewer: What has been the greatest change in your life?

Paul: [Long pause]. Well Tara always did want to go back to work, maybe a

part-time job when the kids got older. We never expected to come 

around and the pressure put on the way it was put on.

Interview interrupted briefly as P aul’s wife enters the room momentarily to speak to 

Paul.

Interviewer: Have there been any changes to your social life as a result o f  the

dysarthria?

Paul- Yes, yes, most definitely. I won’t say we went boppin’ the night away

but, .. .even at weddings I won’t go up and dance, no way. Not that I 

was a dancer ever but I wouldn’t attempt it. You have a drink; you 

have to be careful.
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But if  I was working, I would’ve have been up in the morning, out to 

work, done a day’s work, came home, but now I am tiring. That’s not 

medication or anything like that. I notice it myself, eh; the muscles are 

becoming more tired.

Interviewer: So apart from the tiredness, does the speech stop you from doing

things socially?

Paul: The speech would stop you getting involved, .. .where you would go

for a parent- teacher thing, no. You know, I wouldn’t ask questions. 

With changing the books in the school or em, if I’m down collecting 

Amy and there’s someone talking there, ‘God its cold today’ I ’d say ‘It 

sure is’ or someone would say ‘Hello, how are you’ and that would be 

it. I wouldn’t engage in conversation, purely and simply because I 

don’t want to, ... trip myself up.

Interviewer: Are there friends or acquaintances that you have lost along the way

because of the speech?

Paul: Eh, ... they didn’t lose me, I sort of gave up on them, purely and

simply because I didn’t want to embarrass, ... them. Now I know a lot 

of people would turn around and say, ‘That’s a STUPID way of 

looking at things’, you know. ‘So what if  you are out with us and 

someone thinks you’re half- cut ^or whatever, you know, you’re with 

us’. But again, it’s the way I see it. I don’t want them to be making 

excuses for me. Only last week, I was out for a drink, for a drink, last 

Thursday, my father, myself, my older brother, and his friend. Now I 

had three drinks, and we came out and called a taxi to bring us home. 

When we called the taxi, he said ‘Sure’. A fellow comes in and says 

‘Taxi for Mr. W’ I said ‘I’ll be with you now’ and went to get my coat 

on, and am walking out the door and my older brother has his hand on 

my elbow. When we got down to the taxi; he said, ‘Are you okay?’ 

And I foolishly tumed around and said, ‘He’s okay, yeah’. He said, 

‘I’m not talking about him. I’m talking about you’. Now I thought I 

was walking okay but he drove off and left us there. Another cab was 

coming down the road, we waved him down, got in and he took us but

’ Half-cut is an Irish slang term used to describe someone who is drunk.
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Interviewer:
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it’s got too personal now. Last week, I came home and I sat on the 

side o f the bed and said, ‘that’s it”. Tara came in and said to me ‘Are 

you okay?’ I said, ‘That’s it. I’m not going out anymore’ But it only 

takes something small like that to really make you think. In the taxi, 

the others are speaking, I will not engage in a conversation. Although 

I might have had only two or three drinks, I know to listen to me, I 

sound drunk.

Your family seem very supportive. Do you think it would be different 

if  you hadn’t that?

The-, ... eh, again I can only refer back to when I was in [Paul names 

his local hospital] one time in what they now call an ‘Age-related 

ward^’, ... and there was a man there who was, I think in the beginning 

stages of some sort or dementia, or senility, but he had no one. He was 

single. He had no brothers but he had a sister who was older than him, 

who didn’t come into him, and The Friends o f The Hospital’ used to 

come in and see him and talk to him. /? /. It must be awful not to have 

anyone to come in and see you /? /, someone who is related to you to 

come in.

Do you think your family support helps you cope?

Yes. The speech is a laugh and a joke with the family now.

What’s the main thing that keeps you going, that helps you cope?

It’s knowing that I have to go pick up Amy, to walk down to the school 

and knowing that-. Tara goes out to work and the washing needs to be 

done. Yeah, I can hang out the clothes. I can do that ironing. It’s a bit 

of a focus point, you know.

Is it about you still having a role, albeit a different role?

I still have a role and it’s an independence. I’m not, ... here sitting 

back, looking at that (Paul points to the TV) all day, you know.

That’s important isn’t it?

At some stage, I won’t say it was at the very beginning, but some way 

through, I met [Paul names a social worker\. Dr. [Paul names a

® Age- related is another term used in some hospitals to refer to ‘Elderly Care’ or ‘Geriatric’ wards. 

’ Voluntary organisation
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neurologist] had asked me to go and see her. I said ‘Why’ and she 

said, ‘You seem fairly depressed’, and I said, ‘Yeah, I wonder why’. 

She said, ‘I don’t mean it that way, it can be depressing’. I said, ‘It’s 

not DEPRESSING, it’s frustrating, ... knowing you want to say 

certain things and knowing it’s going to come out tongue-tied’. So, I 

went to see [Paul names social worker] and she was talking to me. It 

was [social worker] who pointed out to me, not the /? /, She pointed 

out the role reversal and she said ‘But you are home, you are collecting 

Amy, it’s the ‘modem man’ thing”, you know. She said ‘There are 

women who would love to be out working and let him be at home all 

day’ type of thing” and I won’t say she put it in a comical way but a 

matter o f fact way. She said ‘It’s great that you can be home, you were 

working, you know what it’s like to work, have a look at the other side 

o f the fence now and see what it’s like to be at home’. And it’s true. I 

never really took an interest in cooking until all this and now they 

come to me and ‘What’s for dinner today, Dad?’ It’s not ‘What’s for 

dinner. Mum?’ you know.

That must be nice for Tara too.

Well Tara comes home here and it’s ready.

What were your hobbies before?

Model-making, believe it or not. I got my brother-in law, who was 

only ten when we married first, into model-making and jigsaws so 

now, ...with the expertise, lets say, gone, I’m now into crosswords 

(Paul laughs). But what I’m finding now is that I can’t stay in the 

square. You know, number eleven is where? The pen is inclined to 

jump. You know Amy got ‘Cluedo’ for Christmas and to play ‘Cluedo’ 

is a nightmare, ... for me it is, because you have to write down -, 

you’re given your pieces and then you have to write down the people 

you have and the people who done the murder are in an envelope in the 

middle of the floor. Well it’s okay to find you have Mrs White or 

someone and to move up one, two, three and the kids, they’re watching 

to make sure you don’t jump two squares, you know. They say ‘Go 

back, you’re cheating, Dad’, you know. So, it’s the fine things and 

when I’m writing down who I have or you’re thinking of ‘library’.
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‘kitchen’ ‘spanner’ ‘candlestick’, and they’d say ‘But Dad, you’re 

scribbling across the board with the pen’. I don’t do it on purpose, the 

pen goes, you know.

Interviewer: And what about using the computer, have you got into any o f the

computer games?

Paul: The keyboard, the phone, they’re all hard to use with my co-ordination.

Interviewer: We’ve been talking there about the physical side o f the Friedreich’s.

Can I ask you one last question? How important is speech and 

communication to you? Is the physical ability more important?

Paul: [Long pause]. No, the verbal thing, you know, to be able to walk into a

shop and say ‘Can you tell me how much are the brown pair o f shoes 

with tassels in the front’. Instead, now I go in (Paul points) and say

‘How much?’ I know most things have prices on them now but, ... 

you know. I want to ask ‘Have you got them in size nine’, you know. I 

am okay speaking to you [the interviewer] but in the shop, if  it is busy, 

you have to raise your voice, you have to get someone’s attention.

Interviewer: Right. Who are the hardest people to talk to?

Paul: The hardest people to speak to would be, ... people in, ... ‘institutions’

would be the wrong word, reception. When I have to ask someone or 

say, “I have an appointment with can you tell me’-.

People who work in hospitals are, I think, more-, they’re listening out 

for- you know, ‘this person here, ... there could be something wrong’. 

They’ll say, ‘Sorry, you were saying’-. Whereas elsewhere, like in 

banks, post-offices, you have the glass in front o f you, you know. Eh, 

although you might have a lodgement slip, and the best thing that I  

have found in recent years is the ‘express lodgement’. It’s written out 

for me, put the money in an envelope, seal it and it goes straight in the 

box. Terrific. That suits me fo a T ’. But if  I have to go up and speak, 

I’m speaking at them, but yet the glass is there -.

Interviewer: Okay. So, who are the easiest people then?

Paul: The easiest? Oh, my own family are the easiest, you know.

Interviewer: Okay. I think we have covered everything I wanted to ask you.

Interview terminated.
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Interview Transcripts February 2000

Ron is a 40-year-old technician with spinocerebellar degeneration and mild 

dysarthria. He is single and lives alone. Having been unemployed for some time, he 

is currently retraining and hopes to get employment in the computer software 

industry. Ron has had dysarthria for 4 years. He has had some impairment and 

disability-based speech and language therapy in the past. He does not wish any further 

speech and language therapy intervention at present.

The interview takes place in a quiet room in R on’s home.

Interviewer: What was your first reaction to discovering you had dysarthria?

Ron; Basically, it didn’t really matter to me one bit. I think unless you sort

of feel yourself there is a problem, then it really doesn’t impact on you. 

It’s not a sort of denial that you’re gone into. Do you know, like, if 

you’re told you’ve a serious illness there’s a phase o f denial. I don’t 

think it was that. It was just I didn’t perceive it as being a problem and 

it never was a problem.

Interviewer: Right.

Ron: Maybe other people perceived it as a problem but I ’ve no control over

that.

Interviewer: How important is speech to you now?

Ron: Well it’s extremely important because it’s a vehicle for conveying your

thoughts, so obviously it’s very important. But, em, as I said I’ve never 

experienced a problem and I don’t perceive that I have a problem. So, 

it really hasn’t been an obstacle for me.

Interviewer: Okay.
Ron: Well, ... now looking back on it, I can say all those things but of

course four years ago, it was probably a big problem because I was 

very conscious of other people perceiving me in my line o f work 

because I needed to speak okay and I need to walk and talk-, well talk, 

speak, okay and I wasn’t doing anything so obviously I wouldn’t get 

the job that I applied for.
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Interviewer:

Ron;

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Right. Do you feel you were discriminated against because of your 

speech?

Probably, you would be, even if it was sub-consciously. I mean I 

would do it myself, so, I can’t see why other people wouldn’t do it.

You say you would discriminate against people with a speech 

problem?

Oh yeah, I probably would do it myself Well, it would be 

unconscious, it wouldn’t be-. I would never say, “Well you know, 

we’ll have to /? / that person”. But certainly, I can understand, for my 

line of work, what I used to do before, you know I certainly wouldn’t 

give the person a job because I would say, “There’s something wrong 

with that chap”.

Like what?

Well probably, maybe it’s subconscious but you would think that 

maybe there is something wrong with them mentally as well; they’re 

not ‘the full shilling’ as well. So, it’s probably sub-conscious but you 

certainly- /  certainly would feel that way. So I can understand other 

people and I’ve no problem with that. The other thing is, as I’ve said to 

somebody before, it’s not /? / giving a chance because o f it. You know. 

They would hold you back; prevent you from going where you wanted 

to go or achieving your ambitions. Em, I think that’s veiy unfair and I 

certainly wouldn’t do that. Eh, so that is probably the biggest failure I 

would have, or had in the past but o f course it’s changed now.

Do you feel your reaction to someone with a speech problem would be 

different now?

Well initially, talking to somebody, I would feel that maybe they’re not 

‘the full shilling’, and I think that’s a normal reaction and I can’t help 

that. That’s the human way of behaving. You know, if  someone comes 

along with a knife on a dark evening you’d think the worst. I don’t 

know about you but I would. (Laughs). But what’s very unfair ... is 

not to give that person a chance because o f that. THEN I think you’re 

discriminating against that person. By not giving them a chance to 

prove they are not stupid or to prove that they can do things, that’s
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Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

where the discrimination comes in, not the initial reaction which is 

normal.

OK. Can you tell me what was your family’s reaction to your speech? 

Well of course they’ve known me for years and I really haven’t 

changed.

You mean you haven’t changed as a person, or that your speech hasn’t 

changed?

I haven’t changed as a person 

What is their reaction to your speech?

It hasn’t really been a major issue, because I’ve never perceived it as 

one and if you don’t perceive it, it’s not a big deal. I have no problems 

saying, “I have a speech impediment”, it’s no big deal, you know. 

There are people a lot worse than me. They don’t say anything to me, 

they might say it when they’re talking to somebody else but they 

certainly don’t say it to me ‘cos I never portray the image of wanting 

sympathy. I think, you know yourself, the last thing disabled people 

want is sympathy. They don’t want it at all, they want to get by on 

their own merits or, ... to be taken for the type of people they are, so 

I’ve never come across that. Things will change. I’m very optimistic 

on that. I’m intellectual and I’ve found something that I like and I’m 

going to get there.

Do you feel that your speech ever holds you back, for example in 

relationships with people or in work?

Well initially it certainly did. People who basically want to get on 

themselves, for their own selfish reasons, they’ll use anything. I mean, 

if you walk differently to other people, if you talk differently, if  you 

eat different food, they’ll pick up on anything just to prove that they’re 

better people or person that you are. I mean that’s part of life and 

you’ve to overcome that. But I think I’ve done quite well.

Do you think people with a physical disability are discriminated 

against more than someone with a speech disability?

I think it’s both. If they see a physical disability and then you start to 

talk with slurred speech, which I’m not very conscious of, then they 

would automatically think, “For sure this guy’s not the full shilling”
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Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

and that’s regrettable but as I say, when you get to know the person, 

and eh, if you give them a chance. But not to give someone a chance is 

really very narrow-minded. Silly really. I mean we all sort of have our 

prejudices against people and I accept that. You know, people are 

going to be prejudiced against me; it’s no big deal. I probably would 

be against them.

Did you ever experience prejudice before this?

Well I mean you always do. I mean if you’re a woman, I’m sure you 

have experienced prejudice because you are a woman. I’m working 

class and I make no bones or excuses about that. I’ve suffered 

prejudice because of it. I think going to {names educational facility] 

was a real eye-opener for me. There were people there who were 

middle-class lecturers who thought they were the ‘bees knees’ (laughs) 

you know. You feel so sorry for them yet they felt so superior to you. 

You were just dirt, you were nobody. The cleaners and /? /,- they 

wouldn’t actually talk to those sort of people. They were beneath them 

so-. I’ve encountered prejudices all my life, different things in different 

ways if you want to get on. If you want to stay where you are then 

there will be no problem. Everybody will love you (laughs). You 

know, once you’re ambitious and you want to get on-, you know. 

Begrudgery, you know, they can pick you up on anything, like you’re 

working class, like you didn’t go to university, you have a speech 

impediment, you have a disability, they will pick you up on anything. 

So it doesn’t really matter.

Do you think you are better able to cope with your speech and the 

ataxia because you encountered prejudice before this happened to you? 

Probably. I think I’ve always had a physical disability in a way. You 

know, I always stand up for what I believe in, it doesn’t matter who 

tells me I’m wrong or right. I think that helps you very much to 

overcome, or to come to terms with your disability.

Some people are devastated by their dysarthria and others are not, why 

do you think that is?
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I think positive outlook. Very important, to always believe that things 

will be better in the future and if they’re not, so be it, that’s the way 

things are.

How do you cope if you have a bad day?

Well I don’t think anybody can help you, psychologically. I think it’s 

down to yourself to, to pull yourself out of it. It’s all got to do with 

your outlook, your mental attitude. It depends on how you look at 

things. Em, for instances like, I could say, “Gee, golly, I can never 

play football again, I can never ski, you know. /? /. I’ve no job, big 

deal. I haven’t got a 1999 limousine outside or even a 2000 one 

(laughs). But then I go into hospitals, as I’ve had to over the years, see 

young people there dying of cancer, em, people with Parkinson’s, 

people with MS, people in Africa, dying of famine or hunger, people in 

Russia going through the rubbish tips looking for maybe a deposit on a 

bottle and I say, “Jesus, I’m really lucky”. You know so why should I 

be really down?

I think it’s being philosophically minded. I’ve always been 

philosophically minded. I like philosophy, although for a few years II 

had to go away from it because you know, you don’t want to get too 

depressed. I find that a lot of philosophers are really depressing 

(laughs)

Interviewer: (laughs) What about religion, would you describe yourself as a

religious person?

Ron: No, not particularly. I was bom a Roman Catholic and I sometimes

practice./?/

But I am not really religious.

Telephone rings, interview interrupted momentarily.

Interviewer: Tell me what has changed for you because of the dysarthria?

Ron: Eh, nothing much. No.

Interviewer: What about work and interviews. When you went for your first job in

[Interviewer names company], did you have a speech problem?

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:
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Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

I probably-, unconsciously, I probably would have. If  I ’m talking about 

things I ’m interested in, it’s very hard to know that I’ve a problem.

How long did you work there?

Three years.

At the end o f the three years, when your contract was up, did you find 

interviews harder then because presumably your disability had got 

worse in that time?

Probably the greatest difference that I found was, you know how you 

can get nervous?

Yes

You realise that you’ve lost your job because of the disability. During 

my time in [names company], as well I had two falls and I was 

hospitalised twice because of them. Once I actually fractured my jaw 

and I had stitches over my eye and was knocked out and they sort of 

have an effect on you, you are really afraid to do anything. You know 

there was a period there when you would be afraid to get up and walk 

anywhere. /? /. Now my mother, she had a fall and she’s an able- 

bodied woman but it shook her up. She was hesitant and afraid, so you 

can imagine what it would do for my confidence. Do you know, to 

actually be going up a mountain for a walk-, we were going up [names 

the mountain], and falling, and waking up; finding the guy who 

worked with you, asking were you all right and just coming to. I mean 

the embarrassment o f having to work with that guy who was over you, 

what was he going to say? Naturally, he probably wasn’t going to say 

it to me, you know. Deep down at the time, I knew there was a problem 

so I don’t really blame him, you can’t really blame him.

Right. So, was it really the physical disability that bothered you 

more?

Well it probably was but you see it all comes together. If you’re afi-aid 

o f one thing, then you’re conscious of it, then your speech is affected, 

and you tense up, sweat begins to run off you. You know how you are 

for interviews, you’re very nervous. The interviews for [names the 

same company] were when my father had just died. So you know 

when you’re really nervous going to interviews but you know after
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such a traumatic event, you don’t really care. So, I must have come 

across as being a casual sort of person but I think the two falls 

probably made me very self-conscious and therefore that came across 

in the next interviews afterwards.

Interviewer: Okay. Is there anything that you have stopped doing because o f your

speech?

Ron: No, No. A long time ago, when I was younger, I used to play football.

I enjoyed playing football but I think I can’t do that. I was quite a 

good footballer, if I may say so myself (laughs).

Interviewer: So you don’t do things because of the physical disability and you say

there is nothing that the speech stops you from doing?

Ron: No, it doesn’t stop me doing anything because I think speech is a

vehicle, as I said in the beginning, for your thoughts. Now if there’s a 

problem with speech. I’m certainly not conscious of it when I am 

talking about things I like. So, it really hasn’t affected me.

Interviewer: Do you think you are a stronger person now than you were before this

happened to you?

Ron: I probably would be stronger now, yeah.

Interviewer: Why is that?

Ron: I’d say because of all the knocks. I ’d say because I’m older as well and

more mature. I’d say an awful lot has to do with the prejudice and 

discrimination I’ve encountered along the way. I ’ve had to overcome 

that. That’s made me, I think, a better person because of it. These 

things happen, you discriminate against people, you know so you 

accept that.

Interviewer: Do you think being male makes a difference in terms of coping with

dysarthria?

Ron: I do because if  you were female, you know about the biological clock.

When you reach forty, forty-five, you say, “My time for doing things, 

having a family is finished”.

Interviewer: But where does having dysarthria fit into that?

Ron: Yeah, well if  a woman especially went out with slurred speech, she’d

find it harder.

Interview interrupted by telephone again. Interview resumed.
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Interviewer:

Ron;

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Okay, so you were saying that there is a difference between men and 

women in terms o f having dysarthria?

Regrettably there is, yeah. There is actually more discrimination 

against women already and that adds to it. (laughs)

Do you think the stage o f life that one is at when they becom e disabled 

makes a difference in terms o f coping with it?

No. I ’d prefer to face it now rather than come up against it when I ’m 

in m y sixties, retiring. You know, I ’ve always known that there was 

something wrong with me, since I was very young. We all think, I 

suppose, when w e’re growing up, we all think we are so different in a 

way, we /? /. I suppose sub-consciously, I ’ve known there’s something 

wrong. Em, is it normal for a child to come home and eat his meals 

away from everybody else?

Why was that?

Probably because the least little thing would make me feel ill.

But you had played football and your speech was okay?

Oh yeah, yeah sure. I used to love football. But you know when

you’re young, I suspect now /? /. You know when I was bom the

cerebellum was okay, right. It takes a long time for this to manifest

itself but em, certainly, I could see things happening, looking back at

it, when I was nineteen or eighteen. /? / When you are young, you

have more strength to overcome these weaknesses that you might have.

But I had shingles and it sort o f  took away all my energy and I never
• 8

got it back, so I’d nothing to fight this with. So now starting this d ie t , 

I ’m hoping to get my energy back. I wont get it all back obviously but 

to get something back and eh go on to something I like doing, cos I m 

very lucky. It didn’t affect me intellectually so it s great, you know 

because I can sit down and read a book or anything. So, I m lucky in 

that sense.

So despite the ataxia, do you feel healthy now?

W ell,... I, I feel healthy most o f  the time, yeah.

* Ron had recently discovered that he is also a coeliac and is now on a gluten free diet.



Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Do you feel in control of your life?

I do yeah, very much so.

Who are the hardest people to talk to?

Basically it really hasn’t changed. People you have nothing in common 

with are the hardest people. People who think they’re superior and, 

(laughs) I find them quite boring, actually. You know, because, you 

know the greatest bores are people who excel in one particular subject, 

in one particular area, you know, and they can’t really talk outside that 

area, much, about anything else. I find that quite boring. But the 

dysarthria is just like anything else, it’s just like you or anybody else-, 

if  you meet somebody that you’ve something in common with, then 

you can talk to them all night. But if  you meet somebody, you haven’t 

they will say “Oh yeah, X has a speech impairment, I can’t talk to her”. 

They’re using excuses, you know.

When you go out now socially, where do you go?

Well I don’t really tend to go to a pub or anything because of the 

smoky atmosphere or even the smell of alcohol, sort o f -. But I don’t 

mind going out to a pub, I don’t mind going anywhere but eh, it has to 

be for something because I don’t obviously drink. I ’m not going into a 

pub just to feel sick the next day. But if  I ’m going there to talk to 

somebody, you know I’d go there. It’s like the job. If  I feel I can talk 

to somebody, I’ve something in common with somebody, you know, 

I’ll go, there’s no problem.

If you were meeting someone socially, would you choose a place that 

was quiet, some place where it is easy to communicate?

No. No the most important thing, as far as I am concerned, and the 

dysarthria doesn’t really come into it at all. I ’d go anywhere. I 

particularly like probably lively places, do you know. The thing is to 

be able to talk to somebody on a one-to-one. If people don t want to 

make allowances for the fact that you have a problem, well then, 

there’s no point, I just say I wont bother going out.

Do you find it hard to meet new people?

I don’t think-. You talk about making fnends and eh, acquaintances, 

they may judge you superficially. But if  genuine people want to get to
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Interviewer;

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron;

Interviewer;

Ron;

Interviewer;

Ron:

know you, in my experience in life then they w ill get to know you. One 

o f  the things you find with dysarthria, or disability is the tendency for 

people that don’t particularly have anything in com mon with you, to 

try and walk on you and I wont allow that to happen.

Right

No matter who they are, and no matter how much money they have 

(laughs) or how much power. I’d be polite, like I ’m always very polite 

but i f  they want to make judgements before, so be it. I don’t have to 

play politics. I presume some people with dysarthria might have 

family. You know, when you have responsibilities, like a family, you 

have to be very careful how you talk to people and then you become 

very conscious o f pleasing people, how you speak and walk. Because 

you want to make sure your kids are educated, make sure they have 

enough to eat so you have to get money to do those things. So, you 

have to please other people even though they’re not very important. /? / 

I ’m lucky in the sense that I don’t have that. The only person I have to 

account for is m yself So, I really don’t have to please other people. 

Okay. Since you developed dysarthria, what has been the worst time 

for you?

Well I can’t separate out the physical and the speech so I’d say the 

greatest-, well the greatest challenge. I ’ve had to face has been the fact 

that I ’ve lost my job and had to come to terms with that, trying to build 

m yself up again.

Do you think the dysarthria contributed to you losing your job?

Well I never saw it as being a major factor; it probably was to other 

people.

Okay

But then again I ’ve never perceived it as a problem, you know separate 

from my disability. I know I have a speech impediment. All I have to 

do is go to the answering machine on the phone or tape m yself and I 

would know and that’s embarrassing. But as I was saying to you, there 

was a general reluctance by others to leave a message on the answering 

machine but I think that’s probably changed a bit as well. As you get 

older, you couldn’t really care anymore. You know. I ’ve been through
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Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

Interviewer:

Ron:

so much in my life and you know, I ’ve had to face so many things that 

I really don’t care anymore.

Since you have had the dysarthria, what has been the best time, a time 

when you felt really good about your speech?

I can’t think o f  anything. As I say, I can’t sepzirate it from the physical. 

You know. I ’ve never perceived speech as a problem, whether other 

people have or not I don’t know and really, I don’t care (laughs).

Is your physical disability affect you more than your speech/

Yes. Because I never perceive speech as a problem but the physical 

causes me to fall and to- like I know there is a problem with my speech 

but I ’ve fallen a few times and fractured my jaw and you know ‘cos I 

can’t /?/

Did you find speech therapy useful then?

It probably wasn’t for me at the time but at least it brought home that I 

had a problem, which I didn’t probably even realise or-.

Why did you go to speech therapy?

I was referred and so I went. It was useful getting me to slow down a 

bit and helping me to be aware that there was a problem. Do you know, 

the thing about not knowing is that you could go on for the rest o f your 

life, say talking to people, and they could be laughing and talking 

behind your back and you’d never know. So, it was great to know. But 

slowing down, not only did it draw attention to my speech when I said 

it /? /  but it made you very self-conscious when you met people. So, in 

that respect, it makes you very conscious, and you know if  you are 

very conscious o f anything, it’s worse. Do you know when you go to 

an interview, you are very conscious o f  things, this way, you d 

probably get very nervous so it’s the same with your speech. If you get 

very conscious o f your speech, I think you tend to draw attention to 

your speech as though you are not in control. I think the emphasis in 

speech therapy really should have been on-, maybe. It s not really 

your fault, you have a problem, what do you think is the best way to 

overcome it, you know” I found the techniques extremely hard to do. 

What would have made it easier?

To have had more regular-, the speech therapy on a more regular basis.
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Interviewer: More than once or twice a week?

Ron: Yeah. I think as well, people have a certain way of talking and it’s very

hard when they reach a certain age to tell them “No, you can’t speak 

like that anymore”. You know it’s not like a light switch where you 

can just flick on and off. They would probably revert to their old way

o f talking after a while. So I think the emphasis should be more on 

tricks as you would say, to overcome the problem, to realise that I have 

a problem but to try and come to terms with it and not to make them 

feel “Well if  you don’t slow down”- .. .the onus is on you to make other 

people understand, it’s not on them"

Interviewer; At the end of therapy, did you feel better equipped to do interviews and 

so on?

Ron: No, because my speech wouldn’t become more intelligible when I

became self-conscious and that destroys everything..

Interviewer: So do you think maybe working through those fears might have

helped?

Ron: I think that makes you self-conscious so no I don’t think so. Coming

to terms with it is one thing. If they could be let to speak like they 

normally do, em, but trying to impose a sort o f regime on them is not a 

very good idea. But my perspective is different.

Interviewer: Okay. I think I have covered everything.

Interview Terminated
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Appendix 25 -  Qualitative Data From The Dysarthria 

Questionnaire For Primary Communication Partners

Section A: The Effect O f Dysarthria On The Person

Q. Are there any other items you consider important?

A: ‘She is always friendly with a ready smile.’ (Jane’s husband)

‘Regarding no 10 [statement number 10], the stroke has changed him as a 

person.’ (Robert’s daughter)

‘Make sure you’re to show patience, concern and understanding.’ (Donal’s 

mother)

‘Vicky’s speech problem, although causing problems is not her main concern. 

Her respiratory, atrophy and other related problems are her main concerns.’ 

(Vicky’s close friend)

Section B: Accepting Dysarthria

Q. Are there any other items you consider important?

A: ‘Trying to be patient and tolerant o f others.’ (Jane’s husband)

‘He explains when out socially that he cannot talk when eating. People 

generally, if  he is not on a “one to one” do not wait for him to talk and end up 

talking among themselves. This makes me mad.’ (Robert’s daughter)

‘When people think his slurred speech is from drinking.’ (Donal’s mother)

‘He has a lot more physical problems as well as speech.’ (Joseph’s sister) 

‘Maintaining his independence, being able to walk and do things for himself 

(Fred’s home-carer)

Section C: How S/he Feels Others React To Her Speech

Q. Are there any other items you consider important?

A: ‘When strangers appear puzzled, she mentions Parkinson s. (Jane s husband)

‘People feel em barrassed about his speech and avoid talking to him.’ ‘He gets 

m ad when my mother forgets and talks to him while he is eating, 

understandably.’ (Robert s daughter)



‘When he gets tired in company and has to rest, at times it’s misunderstood for 

boredom.’ (Donal’s mother)

Section D: How D ysarthria Affects His/Her Communication W ith O thers

Q. Are there any other items you consider important?

A: ‘Accepting the speech problem and trying to ignore the negative attitude of

some people.’ (Jane’s husband)

‘His speech is only part of the reason he has become somewhat socially 

isolated.’ ‘He feels people see him as “the old fella in the wheelchair!” People 

in general don’t give a damn about a person in a wheelchair’ ‘People talk over 

him.’ (Robert’s daughter)

‘Maire withdraws from conversation rather than tax her speech. Thus she has 

become introverted.’ (Maire’s daughter)

‘I feel that if  people know about her problem she is more at ease with herself 

and can speak better.’ (Maureen’s husband)
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Appendix 26 - Raw Scores On ‘Set A’ DME Data

Raw Scores (People With Dysarthria)

Intelligibility
S p e a k e r

80%
8

23%
1

100%
n

84%
7

99%
10

48%
2

97%
9

57%
3

84%
6

69%
5

61%
4

Geometric
Mean

Ron 1.50 0.70 5.00 2.50 2.00 0.90 2.00 1.80 2.20 2.40 1.30 1.78

Vicky 2.00 0.25 5.00 1.50 1.05 1.00 1.50 0.70 0.85 1.50 0.50 1.09

D eclan 2.00 0.10 10.00 4.00 7.00 1.00 8.00 1.50 6.50 4.00 0.80 2.38

Liam 3.00 0.50 10.00 6.00 3.00 0.80 6.00 3.00 5.00 2.50 1.50 2.77

G eorge 5.00 0.30 10.00 4.00 7.00 1.50 6.00 2.00 2.50 2.00 1.50 2.70

Paul 2.00 0.70 4.00 1.50 1.60 1.70 3.80 2.80 3.00 3.20 1.40 2.09

Eric 3.00 0.25 10.00 5.00 7.00 0.25 6.00 2.00 2.00 7.00 2.00 2.48

Fred 2.00 0.50 10.00 8.00 5.00 0.50 6.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.50 2.61

M aureen 1.00 0.10 100.00 9.00 6.00 1.00 8.00 2.00 8.00 6.00 2.00 3.45

Rory 2.00 0.30 10.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 15.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 0.50 2.37

S usan 1.50 0.50 3.00 2.00 1.50 1.00 2.50 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.48

Donal 3.00 0.50 5.00 2.50 2.00 1.50 2.00 1.50 2.00 1.75 1.25 1.82

Miriam 3.00 0.50 6.00 3.50 5.00 1.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.50 1.00 2.19

John 3.50 0.80 9.00 5.00 7.00 3.00 7.50 4.00 6.00 7.00 1.00 3.92

Olwen 3.00 3.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 1.00 6.00 5.00 4.00 6.00 2.00 4.02

Michael 3.00 0.50 5.00 4.00 4.00 I.OO 5.00 3.00 4.00 6.00 1.00 2.64

Karen 4.00 0.25 6.00 5.00 4.00 0.50 6.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 2.00 2.59

Maire 1.00 0.50 5.00 4.00 2.00 0.50 3.00 1.00 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.51

P eter 0.75 0.80 9.00 8.00 7.50 6.50 8.50 8.00 9.50 8.50 6.50 5.20

Robert 2.00 0.70 10.00 5.00 10.00 0.90 7.00 7.00 4.00 9.00 1.50 3.68

Raw Scores (Female and Male Naive Listeners)

F em ale 1 
F em ale 2 
Fem ale 3 
Fem ale 4 
Fem ale 5 
F em ale 6 
F em ale 7 
F em ale 8 
Fem ale 9 
Fem ale 10 
Male 1 
Male 2 
M a le s  
Male 4 
Male 5 
Male 6 
M a le ?  
M a le s  
Male 9 
Male 10

3.00 0.25 4.00 2.00 2.00 0.75 2.50 1.50 2.50 1.50 0.25

3.00 0.10 5.00 4.00 3.00 0.75 2.50 1.50 2.00 2.50 0.30

3.00 0.10 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 1.00

4.00 0.25 6.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 5.00 3.00 4.50 3.00 2.00

2.00 0.25 10.00 6.00 6.00 4.00 8.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 1.50

10.00 0.01 100.00 15.00 90.00 8.00 10.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 5.00

3.00 0.50 15.00 6.00 4.00 2.00 14.00 1.00 14.00 1.00 0.10

3.00 0.20 5.00 4.50 5.00 2.50 5.00 2.50 3.00 4.50 1.50

4.00 0.10 10.00 6.00 7.00 1.00 8.00 3.00 8.00 8.00 2.00

2.30 0.60 10.00 9.00 8.50 1.60 9.50 8.40 9.50 8.70 1.00

3.00 0.25 10.00 7.00 8.00 5.00 8.00 2.00 3.00 7.00 0.50

2.00 0.10 5.00 1.75 1.85 0.50 4.50 0.80 1.00 2.00 0.70

3.00 0.50 10.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 6.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 1.00

3.00 0.25 10.00 4.50 5.00 2.00 6.00 2.50 3.50 4.00 1.25

2.00 0.30 4.00 2.50 2.50 1.00 2.50 1.00 2.00 2.50 0.80

4.00 O.IO 6.00 2.00 4.00 1.50 6.00 2.00 5.50 5.50 0.80

2.00 0.10 5.00 2.50 4.00 1.00 4.00 2.50 2.00 3.00 1.00

3.00 0.20 10.00 3.50 4.00 0.80 5.00 3.00 4.00 2.50 1.50

2.00 0.10 10.00 5.00 5.00 0.50 7.00 1.00 5.00 2.50 0.25

3.00 0.25 10.00 5.00 7.00 1.25 7.00 1.50 6.00 6.00 1.25

1.37 
1.48
1.84
2.84 
3.25 
7.60 
2.47 
2.64 
3.31
4.37 
3.19
1.21
3.21 
2.82 
1.58 
2.27 
1.79 
2.40 
1.77 
2.96

Raw Scores (Speech and Language Therapists)

SLT1
SL T 2
SL T 3
SL T 4
S L T 5
S L T 6
S L T 7
SL T 8
S L T 9
SL T 10

5.00 0.25 10.00 7.00 7.00 0.50 9.00 5.00 8.00 7.00
8.50

2.00
1.00

4.00 0.20 10.00 4.00 5.00 2.00 8.00 1.50 4.00

5.00 0.05 10.00 4.00 5.00 2.00 6.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 2.00

1.70 0.20 10.00 1.80 2.00 0.70 1.90 0.90 1.50 1.80 1.10

4.00 0.30 10.00 5.00 7.00 0.80 8.00 3.00 4.00 6.00 2.50

4.00 0.10 10.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 9.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 3.00

4.00 0.10 10.00 6.00 7.00 1.50 6.00 4.00 7.00 7.00 1.00

2.00 0.01 10.00 1.50 2.50 1.00 5,00 1.50 2.50 3.00 1.20

2.00 0.30 8.00 3.00
3.00

2.50 0.60 3.00 1.20 1.40 2.50 0.60

2.50 0.10 5.00 2.70 1.00 4.50 1.30 3.00 2.60 1.00

3.65
2.92
2.76
1.41
3.29
2.71
3.14
1.43
1.59
1.75
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Appendix 27 - Raw Scores On ‘Set B’ DME Data

SLT1 SLT2 SLT3 SLT4 SLT5 SLT6 SLT7 SLT8 SLT9 SLT10
Geometri

Mean

Ron 6.00 7.50 4.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 1.25 6.00 8.50 7.00 4.71

Vicky 6.00 7.00 4.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 3.50 6.00 6.00 7.00 5.04

Declan 9.00 10.00 10.00 6.00 10.00 5.00 4.50 8.00 9.50 7.00 7.60

Liam 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.25 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.63

George 9.00 9.00 4.00 7.00 5.00 5.00 4.50 9.00 6.50 10.00 6.75

Paul a.oo 10.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 3.00 4.50 5.00 6.50 9.00 6.00

Eric 5.00 3.00 0.90 2.00 1.50 1.00 1.60 6.00 3.00 2.00 2.17

Fred 9.00 9.00 2.00 7.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 7.00 7.50 10.00 5.69

Maureen 8.00 7.00 4.00 6.00 7.00 4.00 4.00 6.00 7.00 10.00 6.03

Rory 9.00 9.00 3.00 5.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 7.00 7.50 9.00 5.18

Susan 9.00 7.00 5.00 6.50 7.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 9.00 8.00 6.49

Donal 10.00 12.00 10.00 8.00 10.00 7.00 5.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 8.97

Miriam 9.00 10.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 3.50 10.00 8.00 9.00 6.39

John 5.00 3,00 2.50 4.00 1.50 3.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 3.00 3.01

Oiwen 5.50 7.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 3.00 2.50 6.00 7.00 5.00 4.86

Michael 1.00 1.50 0.80 2.00 0.60 2.00 1.25 1.00 2.50 1.50 1.30

Karen 3.00 1.50 1.30 1.40 0.80 1.00 1.40 1.50 2.50 1.50 1.48

Maire 7.00 6.50 2.00 5.50 8.00 3.00 3.00 6.00 5.50 8.00 4.99

Peter 0.50 0.80 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.20 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.49

Robert 8.00 9.00 7.00 5.50 2.00 4.00 3.00 8.00 8.50 7.00 5.62

5.10 5.40 2.75 3.99 3.15 2.61 2.67 4.73 5.23 4.94 3.90

Female Ron
Naive Vicky
Listener Declan 

Liam 
George 

Paul 
Eric 
Fred 

Maureen 
Rory 

Susan 
Donai 
Miriam 

John 
Olwen 

Michael 
Karen 

Maire 
Peter 

Robert

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10

2.50 2.00 2.00 8.50 4.00 10.00 6.00 2.50 7.00 9,50 4.50

2.50 1.80 250 8,50 4.00 8,00 6.00 2.00 8.00 8,00 4.34

3.00 1.90 3.00 9.50 8.00 14.00 8.00 4.00 10.00 9,50 5.95

0.50 1.50 1.00 1.50 1.25 4.00 1.00 1.50 3.00 1.00 1.38

3.00 2.00 3.00 9.50 5.00 60.00 7.00 3.00 10.00 9.50 6.32

3.00 1.70 250 9.00 4.50 15.00 5,00 4.00 10.00 9.00 5.18

2.50 1.00 1.50 8.00 2.50 6.00 3,00 2.00 2.00 1.50 2.46

2.00 2.75 3.00 9.50 5.00 80.00 10,00 4.00 9.00 10.00 6.84

2.00 2.50 2.00 9.00 4.00 12.00 6,00 3.00 8.00 8.50 4.70

3.00 225 3.00 8.50 7.00 14.00 7,00 4.00 10.00 8.50 5.76

2.00 2.00 3,00 9.50 5.00 90.00 6.00 4,00 9.00 9.00 6.31

3.50 4.00 4,00 10.00 6.00 100.00 10.00 3.00 9.00 8.95 7.78

2.50 2,50 3 50 9.50 7.00 90.00 7.00 5.00 11.00 9.50 7.38

2.00 1.60 1.00 8.00 2.00 7.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 6.50 2.90

2.50 1,50 2.00 8.00 4,00 9.00 4.00 3.00 8.00 9.50 4.26

0.75 1.00 1,00 5.00 1,50 4.00 1.00 1.50 5.00 1.00 1.67

0.50 0.75 1.00 3,00 1.50 3.00 3.00 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.47

2.50 2.00 2,00 9,00 6,00 12.00 7.00 3.50 9.00 8.00 5.08

0.25 0.50 1,00 7.00 0.50 6.00 3.00 1.50 1.00 0.50 1.19

3.00 2.00 3.00 9.00 6.00 15.00 4.00 4,00 9.00 9.50 5.37

1.82 1.70 2.04 7.41 3.52 14.68 4.57 2.74 6.04 5.06 3.95

Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10

Male Ron 6.00 1.00 3,00 4.00 2,75 4.00 3.00 1.50 3.00 4.00 2.90

Naive Vicky 400 3.00 3,00 2.50 2,50 5.00 3,00 1.50 2,50 2.00 2.76

Listener Declan 7.00 6.00 5.00 6.00 2,50 5.75 5,00 5.00 BOO 6,00 5.48

Liam 2.00 0.90 1.50 1.50 0,90 1.10 1,50 2,00 0,50 0.75 1.16

George 700 5.00 6,00 6.50 3,00 5.50 5.00 6,00 9,00 5,00 5.60

Paul 6.00 4.50 4,00 5.50 2,50 5.00 2.00 2.00 7.00 5.00 4.00

Eric 2.00 1,10 1,00 1,50 2,00 4.00 2.00 0,80 1.75 3.00 1.72

Fred 8 00 2.50 4.00 5.50 2,00 5.75 4.00 5.00 7.50 5.00 4.55

Maureen 5.00 3.50 4.00 4.00 2,00 4.00 2,50 2.00 6.00 5.00 3.57

Rory 600 3.50 4,00 5.00 2.50 5.75 3,00 6.00 2.50 5.00 4.10

Susan 7,00 3.50 4,00 5.00 3.00 5.75 4,00 4.00 8,00 4.00 4.61

Donal 9 0 0 6.00 8,00 6.00 3.50 8.00 5.00 9.00 9.50 7.00 6.82

Miriam 800 4.50 5,00 4.50 2,75 5,75 4.00 8,00 8.50 6,00 5.40

John 1,00 0.85 2,00 3.50 1.90 2,00 2.50 1.50 2.00 4.00 1.92

Ohwen 4,00 1.10 3,00 3.50 2.30 5.00 4.00 1.50 2.00 4.00 2.76

Michael 2.00 0.65 2,00 1,50 1.00 2.00 2.50 0.80 0.30 0.75 1.13

Karen 1.50 0,75 1.00 2,00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.50 0.90 0.50 1.20

Maire 5.00 4,00 5.00 5,50 2.50 3.50 2,50 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.52

Peter 0.70 0.40 0.80 0,50 0.75 1.25 1,50 0.40 0.95 0.20 0.64

RotMrt 600 3.50 5.00 5,50 2.50 5.75 5,00 3.00 4.00 5.00 4.36

3.(5 2.11 3.02 3.39 2.03 3.84 2.98 2.34 2.99 2.86 2.88
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